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Teheran kui Iraani ajalooline megalinn, määrati pealinnaks Safaviyehi dünastia ajal umbes 15 

000 elanikuga aastal 1797 ak. Olemasolevad dokumendid illustreerivad, et Teheran oli 

maalähedane küla, millel oli omaette tööstus ja mitmesugused elupaigad. Iraani planeerimis- ja 

juhtimisorganisatsiooni andmetel on Teherani alaline elukoht 2021. aastal 14 160 000 

elanikku. See rahvastiku kasv viimase 225 aasta jooksul on tekitanud Teherani mitmes 

äripiirkonnas Urban Heat Islandi (UHI). Teherani kesklinna UHI tekke tõukejõuks on oluliselt 

ehitustempo, rohealade lõpetamine ja ühistranspordi marsruudi suurendamise vajadus seoses 

rahvastiku kasvuga. UHI efekti vähendamiseks on käesoleva lõputöö eesmärk taasavastada 

Tuulepüüdja tehnoloogia, Pärsia aiakujundus ja Pärsia purskkaevude süsteem ning muuta seda 

vastavalt kaasaegsetele vajadustele materjali, kasutuse ja kujundustehnika aspektist. 

aruteluosas analüüsitakse üksikasjalikult selle tehnika rakendatavust mainitud probleemide 

puhul. Sellele järgneb sihipärane projekteerimine lähtuvalt “Vali-Asr Parki” kui analüüsikoha 

hetkeolukorrast. Kokkuvõttes pakutakse välja Pärsia maastikuarhitektuuri elementide 

juurutamisel põhinevad UHI leevenduslahendused. 
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Tehran as a historical mega city of Iran, was designated as capital during Safaviyeh dynasty 

with population about 15000 inhabitants in 1797 ac. Existed documents illustrate, Tehran was 

a country side village which had industries and variety of habitats on its own. According to 

“Planning and Management Organization of Iran” , Tehran has 14,160,000 inhabitants as 

permanent residence of it in 2021. This population increasing over last 225 years, have created 

Urban Heat Island (UHI) in several business districts of Tehran as Construction rate, 

greenspace termination and necessity of increasing public transportation route in association of 

population growth, significantly are drivers of UHI creation at central area of Tehran. In order 

to decrease UHI effect, this thesis aims to rediscovering Persian Garden designing and its 

techniques  and modifying them, based on, contemporary needs from aspect of material, usage 

and designing techniques. in discussion part, adoptability of this techniques to mentioned 

concerns is analyzed in detail. Following to that, 3 alternative designing had been purposed 

based on current situation of “Pamenar street”3 as analyzing site. Eventually, in conclusion 

part, the UHI mitigation solutions based on Persian landscape architecture elements 

implementation is suggested as mitigation strategy towards UHI effect in canopy layer of it. 

This proposal could be a ecofriendly solution towards the UHI effect on high surface thermal 

phenomenon and an suggesting the importance of green infrastructure preserving in frame 

work of traditional persian garden designing. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

As Plato said, “Whatever name you give to something, that name is correct, and if you leave that 

name and give it another name, the last name is not inappropriate at all” (Amiri, 2016). Ancient 

elements and construction methodology related to landscape architecture, have potential to be 

interpretated into contemporary landscape. Hence, considering persian historical landscape 

architecture elements and analysis of them among different perspective of it, is the mainstream 

of my master thesis framework. Persian attitude toward landscape features of sites has been 

always efficient as it considering all ecological, topographical, climatical and cultural aspects. 

Regarding building and landscape connection Persian architecture could accentuate the site's 

character through other design strategies such as environmental conditions, natural forms, and 

functional elements(Naghibi, Faizi and Ekhlassi, 2021). Regarding maximum climatical 

utilization, vernacular method of building construction in Qeshm and Boushehr are perfect 

example as it illustrates itself in the functional and structural principles and cope with the climate 

and esthetics(Mohammadi and Pazhouhanfar, 2018) and providing human’s comfort 

conditions(Motealleh, Zolfaghari and Parsaee, 2018).  

 

The Persian landscape illustration`s mindset is not only limited to the best use of natural 

sciences, but rather to the geometrical approach as Sacred Geometry is an important method for 

creating the proper proportions of architecture such that the heavens and the earth are in harmony 

(Ã, 2005) as fountain designing for instance. This in itself, would be significant element to 

prevent the UHI shaping inside city blocks. Geometrical patterns have been inspired in many 

Persian gardens to binding soul, mind and body and inspiring them in designing recreational or 

urban areas is implementable (Ramyar, 2020).Adding to that, considering Shazden garden, 

Persian garden is increasing people perception of environment in correlation of society`s health 

status (Abbas, Nafisi and Nafisi, 2016). 

 Consequently, Persian garden enhance social factors as creating qualities such as the 

confinement, expanse of space outside and inside, the regular and geometric spatial organization 

of unity and integrity (Medghalchi, 2013). 7 Historical examples of Persian gardens (as notable 
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landscape) are the first green space examples that have defined a dynamic relationship with cities 

and become one aspect of public spaces on a wide scale of urban management.(Rostami, Lamit 

and Meysam, 2016). However, these gardens had been inspired internationally for other Asian 

countries as India. This mostly illustrates itself during Safavid ages (one of Iranian`s kingdom) 

that Iranian and Indian had many similarities, especially in the bodies and specific elements has 

been seen in landscaping between these two gardens (Goodarzian, 2014). As last importance of 

investing Iranian`s landscape features, as my master thesis framework is about interpreting a 

space with climatical balancing functionality, due to global warming threat, considering a natural 

solution for counter attacking it in Iran is inevitable. Regarding Persian Gulf evaporation due to 

global warming, Iran will be experiencing higher temperature than before (Roshan, Orosa and 

Nasrabadi, 2012). In conclusion, reinterpreting ancient Persian landscape with focusing on 

Persian garden and other architectural natural solution, regarding climatical maximum usage, is 

an ecological and natural friendly solution for contemporary needs. 

Aim of study 

This study aims to recognize and categorize variety of “Persian Garden” and “Wind Catcher” 

elements as mitigation solution to UHI effect in district 6 of Tehran metropolitan by modifying 

them into contemporary needs. In addition, to apply the same ecofriendly method in larger scale 

among same meteorological criteria. 

 

Thesis Objective 

General outcome of this paper is about  

• To understand how is the functionality of Persian Gardens (BI) and Windcatcher (BG) in 

general 

• To understand adaptability and effectiveness of these techniques as solution to mitigation 

heat island effect for cities with warm and dry weather condition 

• To find ecofriendly strategies to mitigated UHI effect, based on Iran’s landscape 

architecture history 
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Thesis structure 

The boundaries of this paper is created in order of, Chapter 2, literature review where research 

is oriented to understand principles of Persian Gardening in technique, history, typology and etc. 

Following to that, the typology of UHI categories base on basic form, location, range and layers 

of it. This chapter explains these two criteria’s as effect and solution approaching following the 

different methodologies of recognizing and illustrating the connection between them based on 

different articles. The following chapter 3 provides general data collection of research site in 

scale of 1/50000 including, meteorological, urban planning , urban sprawl and etc. Based on 

those information, couple of surveys questionnaire were created. Surveys aimed to gather 

specific data of people who categorized in order of gender, race, age, nationality and etc. Hence, 

based on first survey, a second survey published with more in depth questions about recognizing 

these elements by people and participants answered to factors as efficiency of this method on 

UHI mitigation, aesthetic value of Persian garden designing as a land mark, local health 

increasing and designing which is describe in Chapter 4. in this chapter, based on surveys, 

interviews and research analyzes on published papers, the effectiveness of these strategies are 

illustrated in graphs, charts, tables and proposed designing in published surveys. In Chapter 5, 

final designing is announced and reviewed by several experts with different proficiency in 

Architecture and Landscape Architecture and comments are placed in this section. In Chapter 6, 

conclusions and recommendations are proposed. In bibliography, referenced are cited in order of 

their usage in text. The appendices section, contains tables , technical maps, historical maps, 

codes, charts and significant details. 

 

Research questions 

i. Does “Persian gardens” reduce UHI (Urban Heat Island) effect in studying area 

(district 12)? 

ii. What type of changes should we apply on original designing of these elements to 

enhance the maximum efficiency? (material, geometry of designing, functionality and 

ect.) 
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iii. Does this design-based methodology applicable on different zones of Tehran as Mega 

city?  

 

Methodology  

• Multi-scale map analysis 1/20000, Macro-scale (district analysis) 1/10000,Meso-

scale ( neighborhood analysis) 1/500, Micro-scale ( studying site analysis)  

• Observation approaches Comparing UHI mitigation approaches in multiply mega 

cities Governmental comprehensive planning for the area survey and questionary  

• Design-based proposal offering a green path by persian landscape architecture 

techniques offering a green underpass by persian landscape architecture 

techniques offering a multi-level green path (step garden technique) persian 

landscape architecture techniques 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW  

Urban Heat Island (UHI) 

Urban Heat Island (UHI) as long phenomenon of modern era and result for industrial revolution, 

has been a main line of environmental and meteorological problems in cities. This phenomena is 

intimately linked to the growing urban population, industrial hubs, anthropogenic activities in 

urban settings, city developments, and as result, degradation of natural resources (Yaobin Liu, 

2015). 

These changes would lead the cities climate change to become worse every day as cities 

developments and their boundary expanding, is inevitable due to increasing of residence 

habitants. The urban thermal environment has been more immediately impacted by urban climate 

change (figure 1) than by climate changes around the globe (Tam,2015). Urban climate change 

has accelerated and generated excessive heat in several places, raising concerns about urban 

heating , to be significant, among metropolitan cities.  

The high thermal mass emitted by (Akbari,2016. Arnfield,2003. Mohajerani,2017): 

• concrete and asphalt roads  

• the low ventilation capacity of urban canyons formed by high-rise buildings ( synthetic 

wind blocker) 

• combined effect of heat released from vehicles on streets and air conditioners 

• complex urban geometry 

• lack of vegetation 

these are the examples of several elements that contribute to and magnify the environmental 

temperature rise caused by urban climate change(Uber,2008). UHI is mostly formed inside the 

area within intensive construction and commercial zones where high densification buildings is 

merged by daily rush hours. UHI and global climate change combine to cause heatwaves on days 

of intense summer heat (figure 2), alter the city's environmental thermal magnitude (ETM), and 

put residents at risk of heat exhaustion (Uber,2008. Wang,2021).  
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Mentioned outcome of UHI effect combined with urban climate change and global climate 

change, contribute other aspect of negative impact such as buildings energy consumption during 

heat wave period. list of arising problems wouldn`t pause on mentioned level. The combination 

of UHIs and extreme heat waves and as result, high air temperature, impact directly on morality 

and illness rate of dwellers(Tone Jr, 2013). From energy management aspect, intense urban 

temperature, influence cities infrastructure efficiency like power plants shut downs, low-quality 

air and comfort zone for residence of that area (Bradford,2015). In particular, urban overheating-

related infrastructure faults will result in water and electricity outages and higher social costs if 

they generate energy shortages in the metropolis. 

Adjusting urban planning from aspect of UHI mitigation strategies, requires society to focus on 

heat-related public health policies and increasing public green spaces qualities as a mitigation 

strategy towards UHI effects (Kim,2019). This attitude would be considerable long-run 

investment and significant UHI mitigation strategy for metropolitan cities. 

Figure 1 temperature profile of city (online source, 

undp.org) 
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As part of United Nation Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) , one aspect of sustainable city 

is defined as creating green public spaces and improving urban planning . Hence, regenerating 

more efficient environmental links between urban, peri-urban and rural areas by strengthening 

regional and in expanded range, national scale, by considering UHI effects as threat and 

considering sustainable solutions and mitigation to this matter.  

sustainability is a complex word and involves a lot of conceptions and considerations but one of 

the most important questions included in the meaning of this word is the tolerance of ecological 

pressure in buildings (Mohajerani,2017). 

My researches conducted me to UHI basic frame classification from aspect of vertical and 

horizontal range, which is necessary to study in frame work of this research. From aspect of 

range and boundaries, UHI effect would be classified as surface heat island (UHISurf), canopy 

layer heat island ( UHIUCL), and boundary layer heat island (UHIUBL) (kim,2021). Accurate 

analyzing of each mentioned categories of UHI, would be implementable by knowing the 

position of each these layers. Vertical location, is applicable to four categories depend on the 

occurring location of them in atmosphere. These classification are: 

• Urban boundary layer (UBL) 

• Urban canopy layer (UCL) 

• Building canopy layer (BCL) 

• Surface layer (LSL) 

Figure 2 impacts of urbanization on the atmosphere and hydrosphere (wang,2019) 
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The UHI classification's horizontal range, however, offers additional aspects of subject-based 

investigations. Geographical and measurement-based classifications for horizontal layers, such 

as distance and radius from city centers, would be used (Oke,1982). These layers are: 

• Micro-scale 

• Local-scale 

• Meso-scale 

• Macro-scale 

Each of UHI classification aspects, should be measured based on factors as time, urban unit and 

data collection form (figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 classification of heat island based on vertical and horizontal layers (kim,2021) 

 

UBL (urban boundary layer) 

This concept is referring lowest layer of UHI in city which is influenced by city character. This 

layers would be measured from top layer of urban area vertical objects into level that urban 

infrastructure and landscape wouldn`t impact atmosphere. This layer is from 250m up to 2500m 

(2.5 Km). (kim,2021). 

UCL (urban canopy layer) 

This layer is the concept average building heights in city boundaries. Commonly, this layer 

would be used to study about direct impacts of UHI shaping characterization, calculated by 

factors as density and height of buildings in city boundaries scale. This layer is starting from 

25m to 250 m.(oke,1976) 
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BCL (building canopy layer) 

This layer is dedicated to cover the vertical distance from land surface layer (LSL) to canopy 

layer which covers the people height.   

LSL (land surface layer) 

This layer is analyzing environmental thermal, in which, UHI directly affect people comfort 

zone. Mainly, thermal environment studies in LSL layer is using land surface temperature (LST). 

To measure and analyzing LST data, variety of methods are in common (figure4). More 

significant methods are, remote sensing which in detail, using satellite images and portable 

thermal imaging camera. Generated data from these methods, mainly would be used to analyze 

surface heat island (roth,2013). 

These classification of UHI would mentoring us to have better understanding of land surface 

impact on atmosphere layer from aspect of air temperature tolerance. These temperature 

transferring, commonly, occurs in building and urban canopy layer (figure5).  

 

Figure 4 dynamic of temperature transferring from surface to air(Almeida,2021) 
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hence, temperature transferring between atmosphere and physical objects is higher during the 

day while the maximum heat replacement would be around mid-day. as reaching the end of day 

and during the night, the surface temperature and air temperature contrast would be lower. These 

temperatures balance would be identical in city centers (micro and local level) and in BCL and 

UCL vertical layers. Although, these temperature tolerances during the night, would be higher on 

blue spaces surfaces (water bodies, rivers, ponds and etc.) on LST layer. Regarding these 

dynamic, reaching a standard comfort zone inside urban places would be more convenient inside 

blue or green spaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 UHI levels in horizontal and vertical layers (Author 2022) 
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Mitigation strategies 

As in today`s era the perception of nature preserving has become higher, nevertheless, the 

interchange between man and nature is still not balanced (Nasr,2005). Balancing this frame and 

changing the role of nature as an object to a live organism inside urban areas, could be a 

significant solution for UHI effect. In order to recreate this balance, increasing green 

infrastructure (GI) could be a proper answer (Balany,2020). Increasing Vegetation as an essential 

mitigation strategy could increase the human thermal comfort by creating evaporation, shading 

and producing oxygen in exchange of carbon dioxide. By improving GI inside cities, high likely, 

the microclimate and thermal comfort would be increased (Mahmoud,2022). During variety of 

studies, basic elements of GI would be: 

• Tress  

• Grass 

• Shrubs 

• Green roofs 

• Green walls 

• Parks 

Adding to mentioned mitigation strategy, considering shape and geometry of urban areas, 

especially, in planning phase, could be perform significant role. Proper geometry could be imply 

on shape of GI elements, building blocks and urban boundaries planning (Mahmoud,2022). 

Blocking the natural wind channels which is performing significant role of surface and air 

thermal interchange, could decrease the thermal comfort zone and increase the UHI effects.    

 

Significant UHI creation factors  

The urban heat island effect (UHI) is a phenomena that occurs when metropolitan regions suffer 

greater temperatures in comparison to the non-urban areas that surround them. It has been well 

established in the research that there is a negative impact associated with UHI. For instance, it 

causes an increase in the average temperature of cities and contributes to the warming of the 

planet (Rizwan,2008), triggers the onset of storms and precipitation occurrences (EPA,2019).  
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Hence, targeting and recognizing creation factors, conduct us through suitable mitigation 

strategies and as result, UHI decreasing.  

Concrete and asphalt roads  

Pavements and roofs make up the majority of the urban surface that is subjected to solar 

irradiation. The researchers came to the conclusion that the orientation of a city in relation to the 

direction of the wind has a significant impact on airflow, as well as the associated cooling that 

this brings for a pavement structure(EPA,2019). On the other hand, in terms of the climatic 

factors, wind speed is the most significant feature that affects the severity of UHI, followed by 

cloud cover, when considering the aspect of temperature transfer between surfaces. In light of the 

fact that asphalt and concrete are among the most common materials used for the surfacing of 

pavements and are a significant contributor to the UHI (Yavuzturk,2002), it is important to keep 

in mind that the process of cooling the surface of a pavement by utilizing cool pavements can be 

either reflective or evaporative (Mohajerani,2017). Taking that into consideration, the 

construction of the portion of the pavement with uninterrupted wind flow results in greater heat 

transfer from the pavement, which effectively cools the pavement surface (figure6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 surface pavement materials as significant indicator 

(Mohajerani ,2017) 
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The low ventilation capacity of urban canyons formed by high-rise buildings ( synthetic 

wind blocker) 

The shape of a building mass has an effect on the temperature environment as well as the 

microclimate of the area in which it is located (kawai,1998). Therefore, the influence that a tall 

structure has on the local environment and the temperature of the region might vary depending 

on its form. When applied to a large structure with a square plan, corner modification produces a 

performance that is distinct from that produced when applied to a building of a comparable size 

but with a rectangular plan (Fezzioui,2015). Therefore, urban geometry has a significant impact 

on the cooling process, the ability to regulate local warmth, and humidity (Lan, 2020); as a 

result, it is required to be taken into account in legislation governing urban development as UHI 

mitigation strategies planning. 

 

Combined effect of heat released from vehicles on streets and air conditioners 

The quantity of artificial heat created to cool down houses and workplaces, to operate industrial 

facilities, and to move autos is the primary contributor to the formation of UHI inside the city 

limits (Mahanta,2020). These variables are responsible for an increase in the air temperature; 

hence, buildings will require an air conditioning system in order to create cooler air and vent the 

heated air outside (Elsaved,2012). The heat impact in the canopy layer would be increased if 

there were outdoor air conditioning units and illumination from other surfaces, as well as a high 

density of building masses in the precinct, particularly in city centers where the air velocity is 

low. 

 

Complex urban geometry 

The complexity of urban sprawl is caused by a number of factors, including the shape and size of 

city blocks, which have an effect on the ecological systems; urban energy and heat exchanges; 

and the relationship between land surface temperature and the percentage coverage of different 

land cover types. as the result of the juxtaposition of tall buildings and congested streets that 
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entrap hot air and reduce the airflow to generate low-speed winds would generate the heat island 

effect (Geros,2012), and the complexity of urban geometry may be a contributing factor in the 

formation of heat islands. Urban sprawl and compact cities are two phenomena that play a major 

role in the formation of urban spaces. Research has shown that densely populated areas, such as 

cities, are more susceptible to the negative effects of climate change, heat islands, and high air 

temperatures than less populated areas (Thorsson,2011). 

Lack of vegetation 

Urban greenery has been suggested as one of the most effective urban strategies to improve 

thermal performance, particularly in high-density built-up urban areas. This is especially true in 

areas where there is a lot of competition for space between buildings (Nowak,2007) 

Trees and other forms of vegetation have the ability to cut down on the amount of energy used 

indoors by improving thermal performance in outdoor areas and reducing the impact of urban 

heat islands (Akbari,2001) 

However, in many cases, the disappearance of green spaces as a result of the development of city 

boundaries plays a significant role in the formation of UHI. There is a direct correlation between 

the shrinking amount of land covered in forests and the rising levels of LST. Additionally, it has 

been demonstrated that an increase in LST has a significant impact on the warming of both the 

local and regional environments (Rahaman,2022). Green spaces help to mitigate the effects of 

UHI by lowering the air temperature, providing shade, restoring natural evaporation balance, and 

lowering the amount of carbon dioxide that is produced. 
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Persian garden as mitigation strategy 

As it was discussed in earlier sections of this research, the most common factors that contribute 

to the formation of urban heat islands are the presence of concrete and asphalt roads, the low 

ventilation capacity of urban canyons, heat stresses which are produced by cars and houses' 

ventilation systems, the complexity of urban geometry, and a lack of greenery. Considering that, 

persian garden could perform as a mitigation strategy towards UHI.   

The general concept of Persian garden is, to create the term “Bagh-Nazar or Nazargah” which 

means, to create a distinct and more detailed picture of a  garden by establishing an ecologically 

sustainable relationship between the garden's exterior and internal areas (teimouri,2014). 

Nazargah is an illustrative-descriptive form of persian garden definitions and function which also 

has been noticed as source inspiration for poets like Hafiz Shirazi. Regarding that, He spiritually 

pictured an illustrative conversation between himself and the morning breeze among one of his 

poets as : 

“one morning in the garden of tulips I asked the breeze,  

Whose martyrs are these (flowers) wearing bloody shrouds? 

The answer was: Neither  you know this secret, Hafiz nor I, 

It is better to talk about the ruby red wine and the sweet lipped beauties.”(jafari,2000) 

As mentioned example and many others, the place of Persian garden from perspective of both 

spiritual level and garden as its definition, has been considered in implied in both Persian 

literature and landscape architecture designing.(figure7) 
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Persian garden as mitigation strategy towards mentioned UHI causes can be interpreted in its 

elements which is described as following.  

• Plants (vegetation) 

• Soil 

• Water 

• Geometry (space) 

• shading 

These elements has been mentioned in many articles as Persian garden backbone (figure8). 

Although, some articles has been reviewed Persian garden from different aspects and categorized 

based on architectural elements. Those elements could be indicated as pavilion (Moghtader,1998. 

Pirnia,1994), entrance (Borozjani,2004) and fountain canalization(pirnia,1994). 

Figure 7 Persian Garden miniature illustration from 

Hafiz poems (online source, mapacademy.com) 
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Not only are geometry and forms important to persian gardens, but also the many design 

components, each of which represents a distinct symbol and its value within the culture. Persian 

gardens are known for their geometrical and philosophical design concepts, which have been 

represented in Persian carpets, paintings, potteries, and ceramic images to give an overview of 

the promised heaven in religious beliefs(Adlard,2001). It is claimed that the Nazargah 

perspective, in which the principal visual components of a miniature of a Persian garden are 

arranged, is where Persian gardens began to develop(Teimouri,2014). 

Considering spiritual aspect of persian garden designing, the attitude toward classification of 

these gardens would be different.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Fin Garden segmentation illustrative Drawings  (mahmoudi,2016) 
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Geometry  

Along with being a source of creative possibilities, the design of topographic space interactions 

is one of the most difficult aspects of landscape architecture. Not only has topography been 

utilized in the production of climatically advantageous circumstances, but it has also been 

intentionally modified in order to produce areas that are flooded with natural light (Pirnia,1994). 

Other characteristics and features, such as the surface of the soil, slope and difference, irrigation 

capabilities, and fertility all have an effect on the area, in addition to the location and general 

form of the land. For instance, one of the primary benefits of constructing a garden on terrain 

that slopes is that it makes it easier for water to flow through the garden in a way that is more 

natural. In addition, the sloping ground is responsible for another aspect of the garden's 

geometric orientation which is creating the placement and belonging(Ansari,2012). 

The ground must also slope in the direction that it will be watered and directed in order for the 

garden to be successful. This will serve as the foundation for the garden. The Iranians have 

developed their own unique geometric technique for irrigation that they utilize. 

he following gardens are eligible for mention in a general categorization, taking the land 

adoptability characteristics into consideration: 

• Garden that is situated on level ground (figure 9) 

• Garden that is situated on sloped ground (figure 10) 

• House Garden  

• Garden Situated Alongside a River 
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Vegetation 

In order to construct a location, the garden's designer would rely on his own experimental 

expertise to make decisions regarding the kinds of natural vegetation to plant and how they 

should be arranged. them according to water irrigation are sustainable techniques of dealing with 

landscape vegetation, which brought about the survival and vitality of the vegetation in the 

landscape (Fadaie,2018). The Persian garden is known for its greenery, which has a wide variety 

of trees, shrubs, and flowering plants. The sorts of plants that are used in these gardens change 

depending on the locale, but they all serve a variety of purposes, such as providing shade and 

serving as decoration (Irani,2006). 

Figure 10 Shazdeh Mahan garden , location Kerman, Stepped Garden (azizi,2022) 

Figure 9 Bagh-e-Dowlat Abad in Yazd, Iran, 

(daneshdoust,1990) 
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Fruit-bearing trees and trees which provide shade are the two types of plants that are utilized 

most frequently in Persian gardens (Fallahi,2020). Although, most common trees are : 

• Iranian cedar 

• Turkish pine 

• Deciduous trees, such as oriental plane tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water 

As a symbol of purity and radiance, water was highly prized in ancient Persia. Given that Iran 

probably has a limited amount of potable water, this life-sustaining resource is highly valued 

there. Iranians' spiritual rituals and mental moods were profoundly influenced by water, and it 

was not just used to meet their material needs. Water's varied functions—from sustaining life and 

bringing about feelings of renewal, freshness, brightness, cleanliness, prosperity, and the 

proliferation of light to facilitating sleep, repose, and motion—have left indelible marks on the 

human psyche. This ensures that it will always be useful in places that have been modified in 

some manner by humans (mahmoudinejad,2000). Unlike at other places, like gardens or parks, 

this one is truly breathtaking. Because water may be used to create a interesting vista and is a 

natural complement to the surrounding vegetation. Of course, water is essential in these regions 

Figure 11 from left to right, Iranian cedar, Turkish pine, 

Oriental plane tree 
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for reasons including personal cleanliness, plant and flower maintenance, and medicinal 

treatment. 

On the other hand, One of the components of a Persian garden is water, which is exhibited in the 

space in three distinct ways: conceptually, practically, and aesthetically. These facets may be 

broken down into subjects such as the manner in which water is present in the garden and the 

manner in which it circulates and flows throughout the sources of water supply and irrigation for 

the garden. In addition to the influence of Persian values and morality, the dominant irrigation 

system of the period has been recognized as a significant role in the construction of geometric 

garden structures (Naghizade,2013). Aqueducts and springs account for the majority of Iran's 

water supply, and as a result, the manner in which water is supplied to gardens is closely tied to 

the contours of the terrain as well as the characteristics of the land (Mahmoudinejad,2000).  

There are various numbers of reviewing pattern for water role in persian garden, but, the main 

streams of these approaches are (Kalantari,2011. Fekete,2015): 

• Water functionality  

• Water aesthetics  

The water functionality in persian garden 

In the Persian garden, irrigation is the most important function of water, but it is also utilized for 

cleaning. By dividing the garden into squares or rectangles and utilizing straight lines, irrigating 

the garden is simplified. 

Water aesthetic value 

this feature water for its many ornamental characteristics including jets, fountains, pools, 

channels, and waterfalls in order to reach larger water volume and symphony. this feature water 

for its various decorative aspects including jets, fountains, pools, channels, and waterfalls. The 

properties of water open up a wide variety of possibilities in landscape design. Plant 

development is stimulated in ponds that have fish or ducks living in them, and each of these 

components helps to the gentle circulation of the water. Tanks or channels with fountains are 

glamorous and capture the attention of the ears; in addition, the spray action and the drops 

landing on the water surface generate pleasant noises and ripples (Kalantari,2011). 
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Soil 

The Persian garden is an example of perfect building; it demonstrates a robust interplay between 

cultural and natural backgrounds, and it suggests an adaptation to and harmony with nature. The 

land is the foundation of this adoptability, and it demonstrates adaptability. The land on which 

Iranian gardens are constructed is also one of the most important components. In addition to its 

overall form and location, the land's surface and slope, as well as its type of soil, level of 

irrigation, and level of fertility, all play a role in determining the land's characteristics. It is 

sufficient to have faith in alchemy in order to transform the ground into the philosopher's stone 

by artistic means and to create vibrant and everlasting areas in our urban realm (Pasha,2010). 

Creating a garden on sloping soil is beneficial for a number of reasons, one of which is the 

increased likelihood that water will naturally flow through the garden. There are numerous 

Figure 12 water usage in persian garden from functionality and decorative 

aspect (Fekete,2015) 
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examples of this type of garden (Khansari,2004). In addition to this, the slope of the ground is an 

important consideration. Sloping land is a required condition for watering gardens to 

(Arianpour,1986) and also, orientation of the garden is also developed on this basis. The 

geometrical direction of the garden "sloping land is a necessary condition for watering gardens 

to. 

Hence, The land is a structural component that contributes to the construction of the Persian 

garden. It plays a primary part in determining the spaces within the garden as well as in the 

formation of other components of the garden. Because the land is a constant, the general layout 

of the garden may be deduced from the land itself and the transformations it has undergone 

through time. 

solid base for other components of the garden; plants would grow in the plots, water would flow 

in streams and would run into the pools, and the walls and towers would proudly stand on the 

land to create a beautiful garden (Mahmoudinejad,2000); all of these things would happen 

because the walls and towers would provide a solid base for other components of the garden 

(figure 13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 land harmony in persian garden ,DolatAbad garden, 

Yazd, Iran (Dabiri,2014) 
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Wind catcher (Bad-Gir) 

The demand for energy on a global scale is increasing at a high speed. It is anticipated to 

increase by up to fifty percent between the years 2018 and 2050. The construction industry is 

accountable for a sizeable share of the overall energy consumption (40%) as well as for almost 

30% of the associated greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) (Mattoni,2018). Taking into 

consideration this fact, one of the most significant forms of renewable energy is wind 

(Junyent,2010) , which is a free driving force. This environmentally friendly energy not only 

ensures a high level of indoor environmental quality and thermal comfort (Wang,2017), but also 

creates an atmosphere that is pleasant, wholesome, and conducive to excellent hygiene (figure 

14). The windcatcher system is one of the environmentally friendly components that contributes 

to delivering adequate natural ventilation and a ventilation system that uses less energy. 

The idea of a windcatcher has been put to commercial use all over the world, notably in the 

United Kingdom, which has seen the installation of hundreds of windcatchers in public 

buildings, educational facilities, and shopping malls (Jones,2009,Calautit,2017,Aydin,2017).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Windcatcher, also called a Badgir, is a device that has been utilized for passive cooling and 

natural ventilation in buildings (figure9) throughout the Middle East for millennia 

(lonescu,2015). The earliest evidence of the use of windcatchers was discovered in the 1970s at 

the ancient site of Tappeh Chackmaq in the neighborhood of Shahrood city in the central region 

of Iran (A.R.dehghani,2014) The windcatcher in the Dowlat Abad garden, the windcatchers on 

the Amirchakhmaq mosque, and the windcatchers in the ancient city of Meybod are three of the 

Figure 14 ventilation comparison in room without wind catcher (a) 

and room with it (b) (li,2007) 
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most notable examples (figure15) of traditional windcatchers (Zad,2011, 

Almusaed,2010,Algatrani,2015). 

 

 

 

 

Windcatcher have been used among most of the middle eastern country as an ecofriendly 

ventilation system for centuries. Windcatcher has been used in regions that are hot and dry, 

specifically in the Persian Gulf region, which includes Iran, Iraq, Dubai, and Qatar, as well as 

other Arab countries, on the one hand, and in the north of Africa region , which includes Algeria, 

Egypt, and other north African countries, on the other (Bouchahm,2011.Bahadori,1979). For the 

past three centuries, this system has served as the primary cooling system in these locations, and 

its primary role has been to lower the heat load on buildings. It is a multi-directional windcatcher 

that is used in Iran and the region around the Persian Gulf (Badran,2003). These windcatchers 

feature one to four apertures at the top so that they may capture breezes coming from any 

direction. By opening or shutting one to four of the scoops on the badger figure, one may modify 

the amount of air circulation that is produced by the device. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 using badgir to create ventilation, (Dolat-Abad 

garden)(Garofalo,2016) 
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Figure 16 from Top, AmirChakhmaq mosque, left, Dowlatabad garden, right, Firouz-Abad mosque 

(garfalo,2016.,Stronach,2012) 
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Windcatchers classification are dominantly created based on different factors as opening, stores, 

cross section and Interior dividing (dividing blade shape). These factors would be different due 

to the weather condition, dominant wind, the direction of wind and the geological location of 

these windcatchers (figure17). Hence, its crucial to briefly identify each one of these types in 

order to recognize the typology  of them, meanwhile, the functionality of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 windcatcher classification investigation based on general typology 

(Sangdeh,2020) 
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Windcatcher classification  

Classification based on number of openings 

The one-sided windcatcher only has an aperture facing north and no openings facing east, west, 

or south; as a result, it directs cool northern winds into interior areas. One-sided windcatchers are 

superior than other forms of windcatchers in terms of their resistance to the storm (nejat,2018. 

Bahadori,2016). Brick blades are utilized for the purpose of partitioning two-sided windcatchers, 

also known as twin windcatchers. These windcatchers are divided into two distinct portions. The 

majority of applications for this style are found on the tops of water storage tanks in Ab-anbar. 

Wind catchers with four sides are often larger and more vertical than their counterparts. In most 

cases, these windcatchers have been utilized in regions that have a temperature that is either hot 

and dry or humid, and the heights of these windcatchers vary depending on the conditions of the 

environment (nejat,2018). Windcatchers with eight sides have traditionally been used for water 

storage or in locations with an indoor fountain to facilitate the creation of a comfortable breeze 

throughout the building (roaf,1988). 

Classification based on cross-section  

From this aspect, there are  five different categories which mostly have been shaped the 

windcatchers around middle east (Bahadori,2016). These categories are :  

1. Square windcatchers (most common) 

2. Rectangular windcatchers (most common) 

3. Cylindrical windcatchers (rarely) 

4. Hexahedral windcatcher ( rarely) 

5. Tetrahedral windcatchers (rarely) 

Construction of cylindrical windcatchers was not nearly as prevalent as that of the other types 

because the construction of cylindrical windcatchers is more involved than that of square and 

rectangular windcatchers (Nejat,2018.Roaf,1988). However, the design of cylindrical 

windcatchers is based on the aerodynamic properties of the wind, which results in the devices 

having a high level of efficiency (Nejat,2018). Windcatchers of the hexahedral and tetrahedral 

kinds are shorter than those of the other varieties and were typically used for water storage on the 
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roofs of Ab-anbar (Roaf,1988). In comparison to windcatchers with a circular, hexahedral, or 

tetrahedral cross-section, square windcatchers are the most frequent and typical (figure18) form 

of windcatcher (Bahadori,2016). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification based on stores number 

 There are two different types of windcatchers: one-story and two-story. The number of 

windcatchers with two stories is far fewer than the number of windcatchers with just one storey, 

and these windcatchers are even regarded to be rare varieties. Therefore, the windcatchers that 

are just one story tall are the ones that are most common (nejat,2018. Bahadori,2016). In the 

cities of Tabas (eight-sided) and Abarkooh (four-sided), as well as in Sarhanabad, you may find 

some very remarkable examples of two-story windcatchers (cylindrical). In addition to those 

with one or two levels, there are also variations with three or more levels (roaf,1988). For 

instance, a windcatcher at Sadra Garden in Taft is a three-story structure, and these are the 

privileged ones; in addition, the existence of these structures is not very significant. The 

preceding example (roaf,1988), which was constructed on property that might be used for 

residential purposes. 

 

 

Figure 18 Structure of a windcatcher with square cross-section 

and X shape blade (ghaemmaghami,2005) 
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Classification based on internal dividing blades 

The effectiveness of windcatchers is directly correlated to the presence of inside blades. 

windcatchers with various forms of division have a variety of features, each of which can affect 

the performance of the windcatcher by having an effect on the speed and turbulence of the 

airflow (roaf,1988. Ghaemmaghami,2005). 

Blades in the rectangular windcatchers may be found in a variety of forms, including X shapes, + 

shapes, and H shapes, among others. Windcatchers that have a square cross-section can be 

divided into the four different types that are shown in Fig.17. 

The primary blade is positioned such that it is centered within the channel. The H, + and X shape 

is the most common one for blades to have when they have a rectangular cross-section 

(ghaemmaghami,2005). 
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CHAPTER THREE METHODLOGY 

 

In this chapter, the phases and methodology of data collection which shape this research,  has 

been discussed. For this research two different method of data collection were targeted in phase 2 

of this chapter. Descriptive-analytical method for used methods in related articles and MCDM 

(multi-criteria decision making) for site analyzing from different aspects. This chapter would be 

in three phases as follows. 

 

Phase 1: introduce the studying site location and the boundaries of it by population, coordinates, 

climatical, historical layer and accessibility analysis of site. As it has been discussed in chapter 

two of this thesis, UHI creation would be shaped from micro scale (LSL layer) and would be 

expanded in larger scale. This research aims to considering Micro-Local scale of UHI formation. 

As of researches indicates the importance of UHI effect in study area, district 12 of Tehran in 

Iran was chose as study area. The study area is the T-junction of Pa-Menar and Panzdah-

Khordad street with radius of 200 meters. Following to that, a 1/10000 scale (meso-scale) 

analytical map would be presented. 

 

Phase 2:  collected study site data, would be evaluated based on sensitivity maps, SWOT 

analysis, DPSIR analysis, local weather data and accessibility maps analysis. In this stage, 

analytical map in 1/500 scale (micro-scale) would be presented. Adding to that, sprawl 

development goals based on Tehran`s comprehensive planning booklet on the study area would 

be presented to have a clear understanding of governmental sector planning in study area. The 

MCDM (multi-criteria decision making) method was chose for data processing. 

 

Phase 3: based on the extracted data, two questionnaires survey were prepared for experts and 

individual person based on findings in literature review part and analyzed data in phase 1 and 2. 

Accordingly, UHI creation factors, climatical condition of study area, mitigation priorities and 

development goals of study area would be announced. 
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3.1 Phase 1 site analysis 

 

3.1.1 study area 

The study area is located in south part of Tehran, Iran in district 12 between Khayam St on west, 

Mostafa Khomeyni on east, Amir Kabir St on north and Mowlavi St on south part of it (figure 

19). 

 

 

    Figure 19 study area and neighboring districts (Tehran`s comprehensive planning) 

Tehran is the capital city of Iran and the center of Tehran province. It is in the northern part of 

the country, on the southern slopes of the Alborz mountain chain. It is between 51° 17′ E and 51° 
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33′ E in longitude and 35° 36′ N and 35° 44′ N in latitude. Tehran has a cold semi-arid climate, 

as defined by the Twenty-two different municipalities make up the research region. Taking into 

account the city's natural growth and the most recent results, the plan for Tehran's population in 

2026 looks at how many people live there. In 2006, a census of the country's people and 

residences is expected to show that 7.8 million people live there.  

But planning has been done to meet the needs of the urban resident and working population 

(daily population) based on a population of 9.1 million people, and the housing capacity is based 

on 20% more than what is expected to be needed. So, plans have been made for around 10.5 

million people (Tehran`s planning, 2016). From the point of view of urban sprawl, Tehran has 

three different rings (figure20), beginning with the Central Business District (CBD) and going 

out to the suburbs. This ring is from CBD (district 6 and 12) which is made up of 17km (first 

ring), 40km (second ring), and 70km rings (third ring up to province boundaries). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 Tehran`s district classification and urban sprawl rings from CBD ( central business 

district), (Author, 2022) 
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3.1.2 population and urban sprawl 

During the years 1976 to 2016, which is to say within the span of 40 years, the number of cities 

in Tehran province has increased from 7 cities to 43 cities, and its urban population has increased 

from more than 4.5 million to more than 12 million people. During this same time period, the 

population of the province's urban areas has increased from more than 4.5 million to more than 

12 million. in order to ensure that portions of its population and activity are distributed across its 

environs (Talkhabi,2022). 

Despite the fact that some of the activities of Tehran metropolis have been moved to the urban 

areas that surround it, there is an imbalance in the urban network of Tehran province. This 

imbalance is primarily caused by the large size of Tehran metropolis and its multi-functional role 

on a large scale both nationally and internationally. Because of this province's principal urban 

role, the region's activities and functions have declined, and as a result, there has been an 

increase in migration to this province (figure21), which has led to the growth of its urban 

districts. Because of this, the spatial structure of the urban network in Tehran province is 

centered on the development pattern of the center and the periphery. Additionally, because there 

is not a proper distribution of population and services at the regional level, an unbalanced 

network system has been created. 
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3.1.3 Tehran`s climate 

Tehran has a moderate, mountainous climate, with low-lying areas experiencing a semi-arid 

climate. Precipitation totals tend to be high throughout the winter months. Even while winter 

officially begins in December, it may start sooner in some high areas. Typically, the colder 

season lasts for around three to four months. March sees a gradual lessening in the air's 

chilliness, April sees a more rapid increase in warmth, and by June the weather is often 

extremely warm. The highland areas of Tehran province are cool and semi-humid, whereas the 

desert and southern parts of the province are hot and dry. Also, the highlands have long, cold 

winters due to their elevation. The warmest months are August and September, with an average 

temperature of 19 degrees, while the coldest month is January, with an average temperature of 1. 

Figure 21 urban sprawl by satellite land usage map 

(kiavaraz,2022) 
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Autumn has the year's hottest weather. The city of Tehran has pleasant winters and sweltering 

summers. On a monthly basis, the average relative humidity in Tehran is 27%. Winds from the 

west typically blow at a speed of 2.2 meters per second over Tehran (roshan,2010). During the 

day, a breeze blows from the flat side of the mountain, but at night, a breeze known as the Tochal 

breeze (which is located in the northern area of Tehran) washes down from the mountain (flat 

wind). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Average humidity, daily temperature an wind speed in Tehran from 1950 

and impact of urbanization development on them 
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3.1.4 Urban heat island in Tehran 

Urbanization, deforestation, fossil fuel consumption and increased pavement by material like 

concrete and asphalt are resulting in urban heat island and following to that urban heat island 

creation. The most recent survey published by the Department of Remote Sensing and GIS, 

Faculty of Geography, University of Tehran , immoderate use of construction materials such as 

asphalt and concrete will result in an increase in heat islands in the city. According to this 

research, the use of materials with a low thermal transfer capacity causes heat transfer from 

objects surfaces used in cities to others, and this phenomenon mainly contributes to the 

emergence of urban heat islands. this phenomenon, further leads to the fact that the surface 

temperature of our environment increases and the amount of precipitation decreases. figure 23 is 

the result of the research that was recently published by the Department of Remote Sensing and 

GIS of Tehran University. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 LST increasing in result of deforestation and urbanization 

(kiavaraz,2022) 
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Majid Kiavarz and his team, conducted this research by processing of satellite images, modeling 

land cover and vegetation , LST modeling of study area and then as result spatial and temporal 

changes of surface characteristics in Tehran from 1985 and predicted changes until 2038. Hence 

as result, this research demonstrate the effect of urbanization and deforestation on LST and as 

result, the impact of this phenomenon on urban heat island creation in Tehran. The average 

temperature of study area in 1985 was 36.45c while in 2019 , this number increased to 47.25c (in 

summer season) and would be 51.15c in 2036 if same approach of urbanization and vegetation 

land cover losses continue. It means, during the period between 1985-2019 , the average 

temperature have increased by 221%. On the hand on this research the connection of LST and 

land coverage from perspective of temperature fluctuation. “ changing the green spaces 

(vegetation) into built-up cover has been caused LST increasing by 6.17c and blue spaces cover ( 

water buddies ) into built-up cover would cause 7.83c on LST” Kiavaraz said.  

Hence, the lack of vegetation by deforestation , urbanization as main factors of UHI formation, 

SUHI ( surface urban heat island) and surface pavement contributes the emergence of urban heat 

islands.  At addition to this, the other research conducted by Mohammad Javanbakht from the 

department of Remote Sensing and GIS in the Faculty of Geography at the University of Tehran 

mentioned other elements in correlation with the components that contribute to the formation of 

UHI. According to the findings of the research conducted by Javabnabkht, the presence of 

industrial and commercial land uses, the use of materials with low albedo such as roof isolation 

materials on building roof tops, and air-pollutant activates such as workshops that release 

unfiltered co2 gas into the atmosphere are all factors that contribute to the formation of UHI, in 

addition to other factors. 

 According to the comprehensive research that Javanbakht and his colleagues conducted on the 

Central Business District (CBD) sector of Tehran (districts 3, 6, 11), the district 11 and its 

surrounding region (district 12), this region has a higher UHI and a lower UEQ in comparison to 

other districts in Tehran. 

In this study, he determined the UEQ based on variables such as the physical environment (AQI, 

solar radiation, NDVI, Albedo, and wetness), built-up environments (noise pollution, 
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built up and people density, Building height UHI), and natural hazards ( flood risk , earth quick 

risk). Therefore, the UEQ index was at a very low level (figure 24). 

Because of this, district 12 has been identified as one of the area with high SUHI class (figure25) 

but a very low UEQ index in same class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 UEQ comparison in compare with land use map (Talkhabi,2022) 
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3.2 Phase 2 Local site data analysis 

 

3.2.1 study site 

District 12 is located at the mid-south of Tehran and covers more than three-quarters of Naseri 

Tehran is in Region 12, which is 1,600 hectares (2.3% of the size of Tehran) and home to 

270,000 (figure 26) people (3.7% of the population of the metropolitan area) (the historical 

center of Tehran). It takes care of more than 80% of commercial, administrative-government, 

workshop, and warehouse functions. It also takes care of more than 50% of cultural-religious 

functions and its acceptance role in both cities and suburbs. In Tehran, region 12 is home to 22% 

of commercial units (wholesale and retail), 22.2 % of workshops, 10% of warehouses, and 4.8% 

of administrative and government spaces and buildings. This is down from 1.7% in 2013, which 

shows that these centers have moved out of the region. 

 

Figure 25 SUHI index as main part of UHI effect in different regios of Tehran (kiavaraz,2022) 
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27% of the area's surface is older than 400 years, and 73% of the texture of the sprawl is older 

than 200 years. More than 43 percent of the area and zone's borders are known to be important 

and valuable sites. Even with these prices, more than a third of the area is worn out (whether it is 

valuable or not). In other words, the center of Tehran's history is in danger of falling apart and 

getting worse (figure 27). 

Figure 26 population analysis of Tehran district from 1976-2016 ( Author,2022) 
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Figure 27 landcover analysis of district 12 in macro scale, base map from Tehrans 

comprehensive planning, (Author, 2022) 
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3.2.2 study site selection 

This place is highly important because of its historical setting, and according to the research, an 

area with a radius of 300 meters should be studied and evaluated since there are many UHI and 

UEQ in this area. It is located at the intersection of Pa-menr Avenue and 15 Khordad Streets, 

with a 300-meter expansion to the east along 15 Khordad Street and a 300-meter extension to the 

west to Panzdeh Khordad Square dirtection. The research area is near historical sites (figure 10) 

such as the Golestan Palace, the Central Melli Bank of Tehran, and the Marvi area. The Grand 

Bazaar of Tehran is located on the south side of the study site (figure 28,29,30). 

 

3.2.3 Historical layers and restrictions  

Figure 28 study area in district 12 , scale 1.500 (Author,2022) 
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Grand Bazaar of Tehran 

 

The Grand Bazaar of Tehran is one of our study site's oldest collections. This building was built 

around 1660 CE and did not have a roof over the interiors at the time. During the Safavid 

dynasty, the roof was covered and other sections were added to it. The ceiling of Tehran Bazaar 

contains domes, which are apertures for air conditioning and light transmission, as well as to 

prevent climatic indices like as rain and snow from entering the market's passageways. 

According to the research, today's Bazaar includes around 10 kilometers of passageways that are 

organized into several groups with various business applications. 

Golestan palace 

 

Golestan Garden is one of the oldest and most historically significant structures in the study 

region. This palace was established in 1404 and served as the king's residence as well as the 

caliphate's capital throughout the Qajar dynasty. This region has three main buildings: the king's 

seat, the administrative section, and the pleasure house. This palace also contains the first tall 

structure in Tehran at the same time. The Shams-ul-Amara building is one of the most modern 

structures created during the Qajar era and one of the most significant structures in the Golestan 

Palace complex, located on the palace's east side. This building was constructed in 1830 during 

the Qajar dynasty and has 5 stories with a height of 35 meters, making it one of the tallest 

structures of its time and the first to employ a metal framework. 

Marvi area 

 

The Maravi area is one of the older communities on the north side of our study location. This 

area has the major alley known as Meravi alley. Although little historical information is 

accessible, this alley exists because of its closeness to Golestan Palace and the presence of Iraqi 

Arab-speaking Iranians. It is culturally significant. The establishments in this neighborhood are 

largely commercial, although the upper level is residential. Agha Mosque, one of the area's 

historic mosques, is located within this lane. 
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Central Melli bank branch in Tehran 

 

The National Bank of Iran's headquarters building is located on the northeast side of the study 

site. Because of its modernism, this structure is one of the most significant. A German architect 

designed the structure in 1928. During first Pahlavi dynasty, this building was significant 

because of a hybrid designing of traditional Iranian and European architecture. In the year 2000, 

this structure was designated as an Iranian national monument. One of the most significant 

features of this bank is the presence of aqueducts within it, which were formerly recognized as 

one of the region's water supply sources during the Safavid dynasty, however there is no precise 

information about it. 
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Figure 29 From top, Golestan palace, Matrvi area, Grand-Bazaar and Melli 

Bank (Author, Google image, 2022) 
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Figure 30 Historical layer of study site in, scale 1.2000 (Author,2022) 
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3.2.4 Typology 

On Panzdah-Khordad Street, we see a variety of building types, building topologies, and 

buildings ranging in height from one to four meters in commercial, industrial, and workshop 

formats. According to our study on the views of the intended location, the majority of the 

buildings were in the sector of retail sales of products such as gold, food, spices, and garments. 

In addition, the majority of our office buildings are located in the northern portion of our site 

(figure31) 

According to the research, the majority of the building facades are composed of brick, with 

marble facades employed in modern structures. Furthermore, the vacant walls and as the walls of 

the area are frequently utilized in vivid hues, which differ from concerns such as concrete bricks 

and metal. Some naked walls along the main street have been painted with garden illustrations, 

but after years of exposure to sunlight, they are mostly faded (figure32). 

 

Figure 31 Building typology base on functionality (Author,2022) 
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Figure 32 building typology mapping based on site observation and tehran`s comprehensive 

planning (Author,2022) 
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3.2.5 Surface 

In the field observations were performed from the road and sidewalk surfaces utilizing mostly 

black and grey cobblestones on the sidewalks and car road. Some places has  concrete mosaics 

pavement with measurement of 2m*2m. Surface sewage channels link to the city's main 

canalization sewage, where valves around 5 meters long may be observed on the ground's 

surface. The electrical and telephone cables on the south side of the property are positioned at 

prescribed distances. Unauthorized electricity sharing through cables, on the other hand, does not 

provide a nice aesthetic element to the room. In terms of the surfaces of the sidewalks and 

streets, asphalt material has been utilized in certain locations, while cobblestones have been used 

in most cases to prohibit the entry of motorbikes and cars. Most urban furniture, such as benches, 

portable and fixed garbage cans, and signage, is in good condition and comes in dark hues. 

Specific species such as Turkish pine, oriental plane trees, and Platanus orientali can be found on 

site in terms of planned vegetation. They typically have diameters ranging from 17 to 33 cm. The 

freshly planted species are around 5 meters tall, whereas the previously planted species are about 

12 meters tall (figure33). 

3.2.6 Traffic 

According to information obtained from field observations of residents and comprehensive 

studies of transportation and urban traffic in Tehran, more than 875 thousand daily trips occur 

from other areas of Tehran to this region, with an estimated 260 thousand people from this 

region making daily trips outside of it. These travels are expected to grow by more than 30% by 

2024. 

Since most of the production workshops are located in this area, which has commercial 

functions, this area has very heavy traffic, especially during peak traffic, i.e. from 8:00 a.m. to 

5:00 p.m. This suggests that Region 12 is crucial for commercial use in other areas. The location 

of the traffic prohibition area, the number of cars in district 12 during morning rush hour, is 

equivalent to 5531 vehicles, of whom 5079 have a traffic license and 452 do not. According to 

field observations and accessible information, there are 1,531 bus units in Tehran Municipality; 

also, the densest stations of metro lines 1 and 2 are situated in this region. 
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According to field observations at the investigated location, the region's water and electricity 

networks are virtually entirely covered and are primarily planned underground, and in certain 

parts, electric lines are illegally situated on the level of roadways, causing accidents. The gas 

pipe in this area has been greatly increased. The primary sewage network in this region is well-

implemented and connects to the city's major sewerage pipes.Another remarkable feature is the 

weak system of public parking lots and freight truck parking lots. It is apparent that public 

parking lots and freight parking lots were built surrounding the site, but the lack of direct access 

to the existing warehouses is due to the historical nature of the Grand-Bazaar. Most commercial 

buildings and stores must navigate tight alleyways to reach the streets where they may load or 

unload their goods. This is mostly responsible for the traffic jams. buildings and stores must 

navigate tight alleyways to reach the streets where they may load or unload their goods. 
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Figure 33 1-pavement materials 2- tree boxes order 3- bare wall paintings in 

some areas 4- urban furniture 5- portable waste disposal can, (Author,2022) 
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3.2.7 Climatical data of the study region 

Panzdah-Khordad Street in District 12, located in the middle of Tehran, has a semi-arid climate 

like the rest of the city. The relevant weather information was obtained from the Iran 

Meteorological Organization's website as well as Iran's yearly weather report. Tehran has three 

meteorological stations, the oldest of which goes back to 1942 (Mehrabad) and the most recent in 

1990. (Geophysic). These three weather stations are located in three locations: Geophysic, 

Chitgar, and Mehrabad. The region's warmest month is August, with an average temperature of 

40 degrees during the day and 19.8 degrees at night, while the coldest month is January, with an 

average temperature of 14.8 degrees during the day and 2.8 degrees at night.Temperature  

Tehran, despite being in a semi-arid climate region, has almost hot seasons in summer and 

almost cold seasons in winter. The hot season starts from early June and lasts until mid-October. 

Meanwhile, in June, the maximum temperature is 37.2 degrees Celsius and the minimum 

temperature is 16.8 degrees Celsius. In October, the hottest day is 32 degrees Celsius, 6 degrees 

Celsius, and it is hotter and in the coolest state it reaches 12.2 degrees Celsius, with these details. 

In August, the hottest possible temperature is 0.42 and 19.8 

 

3.2.8 Precipitation 

The percentage of precipitation in Tehran has been measured and presented based on the policy 

of the mentioned research station, Chitgar and Mehrabad geophysical station, based on the 

information given, the average rainfall in this station is respectively at the geophysical station 

with 290 milliliters and the lowest (figure 34). At the Mehrabad station, the amount of 229 mm  

has been measured in the 12th region, according to the geographical and physical location of the 

region, which is in the form of a plain, the amount of precipitation is the highest in the month of 

November with 51.2 milliliters per month and 7.8 mm has been measured during the day, the 

pattern of rain-producing clouds has entered the central plateau from the northern side of Tehran, 

and these clouds are brought from the Caspian Sea front to the south by  winds. These winds 

bring rain clouds from regions 1,2 and 3 of Tehran and from there it is brought to region 12 

through prevailing regional winds 
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3.2.9 Humidity  

The region's air humidity percentage is 28%, while in the months with low humidity, such as 

July, it approaches 8%. 

 

3.3 Phase 3 

In this section the procedure of questionary which is analyzed in next chapter, has been 

explained. 

3.3.1Survey question 

The first stage in the preparation of survey questions is to split participants into two groups: 

ordinary individuals and professional specialists. Separate questions were examined for each of 

them. 27 individuals completed the questionary form online, while the remaining participants 

completed their survey forms physically. The survey questions were divided into three 

categories: age, employment position, and educational credentials. In the second section, two 

photographs of pieces from my Persian garden and a wind catcher were shown for the attendees. 

The offered questions include two possibilities for students to describe in their own words, and it 

was said that if they have information about them, they can explain in depth in the following 

chapter. The set of questions was intended for specialists. 

The first question concerned the feasibility of adopting each of the three possibilities. They can 

make comments and recommendations to the scenarios given. It was determined if these 

possibilities are feasible or not. Finally, the experts were requested to offer any criticism or ideas 

they had. 

Figure 34 Annual precipitation in Tehran, ( Statistical Yearbook of Tehran, 2018) 
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The multi criteria investigation was required since this research wants to carry out research from 

the standpoint of, considering the persian garden as mitigation method from the angle of 

Nazargah (view-pavelion). As a result, the opinions of specialists in several sectors, such as 

architecture, landscape architecture, and urban design, were gathered and assessed. However, 

because ordinary participants' knowledge of building an observation point as a remedy to lessen 

the phenomena of UHI and a pleasant view point should be examined, the following stage 

occurred. There was a series of images that were taken without a background and simply with 

the combination of concentration and Iranian ingredients. Following that, numerous situations 

were shown to the participants, including three scenarios, and it was decided to select one of 

these three scenarios and compare it to others. These approaches and their analysis are covered in 

the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

 

In this chapter, the results of analysis and observations in previous chapters, is discussed. As first 

part of this chapter, an in person which was published during September and November 2022 is 

discussed in details. These questionnaire aimed to reveal the requirements, pros and cons of 

existing situation and development goals from aspect of urban hear island, Persian garden 

strategy and climatical comfort zone in study site area. These questionnaire also distributed 

among expert group who has relevant fields to Landscape Architecture, Architecture, Urban 

Planner and university lecturer in order to gather data from people with variety of specialty. In 

this chapter we are discussed the result of questionnaire based on different survey parts. 

 

4.1 Research analysis 

To start with, to understand the level awareness of people towards UHI existence and Persian 

Garden elements from aspect of terminology, a short explanation was carried out to them. 

Adding to that, to estimate the UEQ recognition as the second impact of Persian garden as 

mitigation strategy on study site, was another significant factor to evaluate. On next phase, after 

reading the explanation, the participants were given two pictures of Persia garden and 

windcatcher and was asked to choose either of them if they have any information about The total 

amount of 49 participants did answered to 36 questions. These questions were generated to 

reveal the awareness of people in four different categories. 

Hence, in following the different sections of the research are discussed. The generated 

questionnaire sections are : 

• General information 

• Life quality and climate 

• Accessibility and infrastructures  

• Preferable scenarios  
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4.2 General information  

 

It was important to present preliminary information to the participants in order to examine the 

level of people's awareness about Iranian garden techniques and the impacts of urban heating 

islands. This data includes the consequences of urban heating islands on physical and mental 

health, as well as the climatic implications of this phenomena. With this strategy, the participants 

learned the basics about the phenomena and the desired methodology and were prepared to 

answer questions. In the following, as the first question to collect the basic information of the 

participants, they were asked about their gender. as the first inquiry to collect the participants' 

basic information, 52% of the 49 participants were male, while 48% were female (figure35).  

 

Figure 35 participants gender 

 

The second question concerned the participants' nationality and place of residence, with 69% 

being Iranians who lived in Iran and 31% being Iranians who lived in Estonia (figure36). 

51%49%

please choose your gender

Male Female
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Figure 36 Nationality and living place 

 

The next stage was to determine the age range of the participants. In this phase, the age group of 

18 to 25 years had 52% of the vote, followed by the age group of 25 to 30 years with 22% and 

the age group of 30 to 35 years with 18%. 8% were between the ages of 45 and 70. This age 

group was in the minority owing to the survey context, and the first age range, 18 to 25 years old, 

was given precedence. (figure37).  

31%

69%

what is your nationality and residency? 

Iran-Estonia Iran-Iran
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Figure 37 age group of participants 

 

The study had the most participants linked to students, who had the top rank with 52%, followed 

by self-employers with 25%, IT with 15%, and architecture, landscape architecture, and civil 

engineering professions with just 8%. In this section of the research, the kind of job of the 

participants was examined, and this spectrum was examined from academic specialties to 

persons working in specialized and relevant fields (figure38). As this question was descriptive, 

main category was summarized in 4 section as shown. 

52%

22%

18%

8%

What is your age range? 

18-25 25-30 30-35 45-70
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Figure 38 participants occupation 

 

As stated in the first section, it was important to provide all participants with a comprehensive 

overview of the impacts of the urban heat island phenomenon, as well as a general overview of 

the Persian Garden. This was critical because the majority of survey participants had unrelated 

careers or fields of study. Following that, other analytical-descriptive questions were posed to the 

participants, in which they were requested to write down facts on the history of Persian 

landscape architecture or any explanation regarding Persian landscape architecture, since most of 

the replies were descriptive. The identical criteria and grades could not be created. The following 

is an examination of the categories of the participants' responses. The division of each person's 

answer was done based on four indicators: the majority of participants, 44%, had some 

information, about 23% had no information, about 17% were somewhat familiar, and 16% were 

completely familiar with the elements and they were familiar with the history of Persian 

landscape architecture (figure 39). 

 

 

52%

25%

8%

15%

please describe your occupation 

student Self-employed Relevant majors IT sector
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Figure 39 General information related to persian garden context 

 

It was given to the participants in the form of an image at the last step of collecting general and 

preliminary specialized information for the year. The Amin al-Dawlah garden's four-sided wind 

turbine inYazd was one among the possibilities for this issue. These images were used to assess 

the participants' knowledge of Persian landscape architecture based on visual characteristics. 

Because the Persian garden includes numerous aspects, yet creates a coherent image with 

roughly identical major features, it was required to assess the participants' degree of symbolic 

identification (figure 37). 

 

 

 

 

 

16%

17%

44%

23%

what do you know about Iran`s Landscape 
Architecture elements and history?

Familiar Rather-familiar to some extends no information

Figure 37 Option 1 is Windcatcher and option 2 is Persian garden 
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To be considered, this question was divided into two sections and had two possibilities, where 

participants may select two options, one option, or no option, and in the following questions, 

which were connected to the previous one, if they had Because this section of the questions was 

descriptive, the answers were separated into three groups depending on the level of knowledge of 

the participants and the amount of written information: totally aware, almost aware, and not 

aware. For example, if a participant knew one but didn't know anything about the second, he was 

placed in the almost aware group; nevertheless, if the person provided no relevant information 

about each of the photographs, he was placed in the oblivious category. Finally, if the 

participants were aware of Two images, he placed them in the conscious category (figure 38 and 

39). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

48%

29%

9%

14%

do you have any information about these photos? (if yes please 
describe it in short answer in next question) there are 2 pictures.

option 1 option 2 no option both option

Figure 38 photo experiment 
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Figure 39 categorization based on descriptive answer 

 

4.3 Life quality and climate 

 

Participants were questioned about the quality of life and climatic conditions in the investigated 

area in this section of the survey. Because access to a good plan necessitates a proper analysis 

from the users' perspective, the information from the participants' perspectives as well as their 

personal experiences were reviewed. Questions, traffic information, demographic information, 

meteorological conditions, and the participants' feelings about the place were explored in order to 

acquire information. To begin, the participants were asked how far they had traveled in the study 

area up to this point. This 85% visited the market area and research location at least once.  

 

The number of trips to the research region over the period of a year was the next section of the 

questionnaire. It was divided into four categories: 1 to 3 times per year, 3 to 5 times per year, 5 

to 10 times per year, and more than 10 times per year. The most popular choice among 

participants (85%) was 12 riders, followed by 3-5 time options (15%). 

 

15%

62%

23%

if you have any information about above pictures, please describe it here

aware almost aware unaware
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The mobility quality of the people during rush hours was studied in the next section of the 

survey, which was based on each person's own observations (figure40). 

 

 

Figure 40 movement quality 

 

The mobility quality of the people during rush hours was studied in the next section of the 

survey, which was based on each person's own observations. According to the survey results, 

75% of participants assessed the quality of mobility during rush hour as extremely tough, 25% as 

challenging, and 10% as normal. 

In the next part, the question of population density was investigated based on the two factors of 

daily activities and rush hours,65% of those polled indicated  all options, 15% indicated 

everyday activities, and 20% indicated rush hour. The year has been understood as the last days 

of the year, the days before school starts, and the days when there is a lot of shopping in that area 

(figure41). 
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very difficult difficult normal without problem

How is the population movement quality during the rush hours (new year’s 

shopping, daily shopping and etc.)?
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Figure 41 population density during occasions 

 

As mentioned in earlier postings, one of the key consequences of thermal heating islands is to 

raise the ambient temperature to the point of creating thermal stress, therefore participants were 

asked about recent temperature increases on the site. 75% had noticed the temperature 

difference, whereas 25% had not. The explanation for the increase in heat in the research 

location was studied in the continuation of this subject, based on the opinions of the participants. 

they decided 65% picked a lack of blue and green areas, 25% government-side urban planning 

difficulties, and 10% human activities. Human actions such as constructions, using personal 

vehicle, and so forth (figure 42). 

0

20

65
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50

60

70

daily activity rush hours all option none

do you consider the grand Bazaar as a place with most dense population 
during daily activities or rush hours?
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Figure 42 heat increasing in study area reason 

 

 

In the following, the participants were asked about the weather conditions, especially during the 

summer and hot seasons of the year. Out of the 49 paintings, 55% of the participants described 

them as very hot, 30% as hot, and 15% as tolerable (figure43). 

 

 

Figure 43 users weather condition thermal feeling 
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Because one of the reasons contributing to the creation of urban heat islands is increased surface 

heat of the environment, it was required to question the participants about experiencing the 

warmth of the street flooring surfaces in the research site's movement routes. It was offered in 

the form of three options: whether they feel or do not feel, or maybe I feel. Based on this, 90% of 

the participants answered yes, 5% voted no, and 5% chose maybe. 

 In the following, since creating shade and increasing the amount of green spaces is one of the 

ways to reduce the UHI , the participants were asked about the quality of shading trees and the 

number of plants in the area, ranking them according to low, medium and high categories. From 

this number, 20% are medium and 80% are low. (figure 44). 

 

 

Figure 44 shading and plant magnitude quality 

In the following, to find out the preference of the users of the environment from them about the 

effects of the upcoming options on increasing the climatic comfort zone of the year, the options 

were in the order of green spaces, water foods, increasing air flow and finally all the options 

were based on 80% to all options 10% voted for green spaces and 5% for blue spaces and 5% for 

natural ventilation by air flow. This question was one of the key questions to solve the UHI 

problem in the study environment, because according to the users, the three options raised with 

the most votes are among the reasons for increasing the spatial quality. In terms of climate, it 

was in that region (figure45). 
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Figure 45 increasing climatical comfort zone in study area 

 

Following the earthquake, it was necessary, in the opinion of the participants, to ask questions 

about the factors of increasing the climatic comfort zone based on the conditions in the site about 

their preference for spending their rest time in the study site, and this basis in order to have a 

sense of comfort in indoor spaces. with the air conditioning system or the selection of soldier 

spaces with the presence of factors such as shade, blue spaces, visible spaces, a question was 

designed that the preference of the participants is measured based on these 85% of the 

participants, the spaces inside the stores that are equipped with individual air conditioning units 

They picked artificial air, 10% of the built-in areas on the design site, and 5% of the seats, some 

of which are without shade, for spending time.   

 

In this regard, the following year was planned and presented, which of the alternatives are 

regarded acceptable for the participants to relax throughout their daily activities at the research 

site; the options are based on commercial indoor spaces with air conditioning systems. and army 

5%
10%

5%

80%

which of these factors has most impact on increasing 
comfort zone in the study area

blue spaces green spaces

natural ventilation by air flow all options
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areas with adequate shelter and exposed green spaces, as well as the last option of small parks or 

urban gardens. As it shown in figure 46, 85% of participant preferred small scales parks or urban 

gardens , 10 % outdoor places with shading and 5% indoor areas with air conditioner. 

 

 

 

Figure 46 participants preference for resting at study site 

 

4.4 accessibility and infrastructure  

 

This section addresses issues such as vehicular usage, traffic, pollution, urban furniture qualities, 

and the essential infrastructure requirements for future development at study area. 

 

The first question in this section concerned how survey participants accessed the researched site. 

Nearly 35% of people utilize public transit, while 25% drive personal automobiles and 30% ride 

motorbikes. 5% is set aside for walking and 5% for riding. According to research, the most 

5%
10%

85%

which of these places do you find more pleasant to rest 
during shopping time in study area ( your preferable place)

indoor with airconditioner outdoor with shading

small scale parks or garden
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serious traffic concern in the 12th district and at Imam's study site is the movement of 

motorbikes, how to park them, and how to discipline them in the city (figure47). 

 

Figure 47 participants preferable transportation to the site 

 

In the next part, the participants were asked about the presence of specific lanes for bicycles in 

the study site. about 90% of them had no observations of bicycle lanes and 10% were unsure. 

Hence, The participants were asked if they would use bicycles by placing special layers for 

bicycles and also adding stations for renting bicycles in that place, and 85% of the participants 

agreed to use bicycles and 10% voted for the maybe option and 5% voted no (figure 48). 

As we moved on to the following question, it was developed based on the infrastructures and 

urban Furniture’s that were present on the location. Because bicycle routes and stations are 

infrastructures, we must also consider other Urban Furniture and infrastructures. As a result, we 

asked the participants to evaluate the urban furniture in the research area in terms of quality, size, 

accessibility, and necessity. In order to provide participants with clarity on urban furniture 

terminology, the category of urban furniture was separated into benches, seats, lamp posts, 

garbage bins, parasols, and bicycle parking. Following that, based on the stated question, the 

rating options ranged from very good to unsatisfactory. approximately 65% of individuals 

thought they are not satisfactory, while only 10% thought they are normal. on the other hand, 

received  25% rating was for good option (figure 49). 
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Figure 48 considering bicycle lines on site 

 

 

Figure 49 Satisfaction of urban furniture qualities 

 

Referring back to the previous question, we ask each individual participant to write it precisely 

on each piece of urban furniture in the prior question. Benches, lamp posts, garbage cans, 

parasols, and bicycle parking were all rated. With a score of 45%, the most common response  

85%

5%
10%

if a bicycle line with possibilities of renting one would be added to the 
site, would you consider to using it?

yes no maybe
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how do you rate urban furniture in study area ( quality, magnitude, 
accessibility, necessity)? Urban furniture would be Benches, seats, light 

posts, trash bins, parasols, bicycle parking and etc.
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Figure 50 urban furniture developments in details 

 

was all of them. After that, 15% opted for garbage cans. Parasols came in second at 10%, 

followed by bicycle parking and lamp posts at 5%. Every answer to this question is significant, 

so we can identify areas to focus on in the development of urban furniture standards (figure50). 

In order to assess the current traffic condition, the participants of the following questions were 

asked to provide their opinion on the quantity of daily automobile traffic in the region. Examples 

such as private automobiles, public transportation vehicles, motorbikes, and so on were used to 

define the meaning of the year, although this was not the case. There were four options: 

extremely high, high, normal, and low, with 75% choosing very high, 20% choosing high, and 

5% choosing normal (figure51). 

Adding to that, the effectiveness of car entry restriction zone plan in study area and 

region 12 was questioned. Participants with 65% answered as the mentioned planned is 

not successful while 35% voted for yes. The minority believed that the implementation 

of this plan is an issue while the plan itself is a good idea. 
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Figure 51 daily traffic in study area or surrounding 

 

The questionnaire was then directed at the existing state of automobile accessibility in the site 

area. The question was posed in light of the research site's no-car zone. The users' perspectives 

were investigated in order to determine if they preferred a full walking space in the research site 

or not. 80% of the 49 participants agreed with the proposal, while 10% were unsure. Despite this, 

10% of responders were concerned about the concept of improving cargo transportation 

difficulties.  

 

Following that, the notion of typical parking locations from the perspective of participants was 

investigated. We asked the participants where they would park if they drove themselves to the 

place. The responses were classified as open spaces parking lots, on the street side, and parking 

spaces near shopping centers. Participants picked 90% on shopping center parking places and 

10% on side streets as their replies. There are three shopping malls within 500 meters of the 

research location. 
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4.5 development scenarios 

In this section, we investigated participants' perceptions of various scenarios by displaying 

illustrations to them. In this chapter, questions were generated to provide a better understanding 

of suitable design for pedestrians from the perspective of their seating level on the ground 

(Nazargah- View Pavilion), the overall concept of the Persian garden concept in urban scale by 

evaluating their satisfaction with urban elements (UEQ index), and three scenarios were 

generated, with participants choosing the most pleasant among them. 

 

4.5.1 scenario number one 

In this hypothetical situation, the single line that would be allocated to the research site would 

have a width of 3.5 meters and serve either as an emergency line or a line for freight vehicles. 

There are two rows of trees, and in the middle of the forest there will be a water channel that has 

a width of one meter and a depth of twenty centimeters. The tree line would be created with 

Iranian cedar trees, and shrubs would be planted in the centre of them. The tree boxes would be 

spaced 7 meters apart from one another. In addition to this, a wind catcher with a height of ten 

meters from the ground would be built. The distance of one wind catcher from the next would be 

70 meters in order to generate a flow of air at street level. The width of the roadway is 30 meters, 

while the entire length is 350 meters. In this situation, the center-linear design for green areas 

was selected as the optimal option (figure52). The center-lienar notion, as seen in the Dowlat 

Abad garden in Yazd, was selected as the concept for this research since we discussed the 

diversity of Persian gardens from the perspective of geometric aspects in the second chapter of 

this study. The majority of participants in the experiment who were shown this scenario chose 

the unattractive response since it involved a motor road. They thought that the best course of 

action would be to devote the entire region to active modes of transportation such as walking and 

cycling trails (figure53). 
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Figure 52 scenario one 

from 49 participants, 75% voted to unattractive designing and 25% considering it attractive. 

 

Figure 53 scenario one attractiveness rate 
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25%

Please chose the best scenario based on your perception and ideal

attractive unattractive
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4.5.2 scenario number two 

In this case, only one line with a width of 3.5 m would be used as a two-way bike path with bike 

parking stops at the study site. There are two lines of trees, and in the middle would be a water 

channel that is 1 m wide and 20 cm deep. Iranian cedar trees and busehs would be put in the 

middle of the tree lines. Each tree box would be 7m away from the next. Also, a wind catcher 

would be built that would be 10m above the ground. To make air flow at street level, there would 

be 70m between each wind catcher. The street is 30 meters wide and 350 meters long. Again, the 

center-linear design for green areas was chosen as the best option in this case (figure54). The 

center-lienar idea, which can be seen in the Dowlat Abad garden in Yazd, was chosen as the idea 

for this research because in the second chapter of this study, we talked about the variety of 

Persian gardens from a geometric point of view. Most of the people who took part in the 

experiment and were shown this scenario chose it because it involved a bike path. (figure55). 

 

Figure 54 scenario number 2 
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From 49 participants, 85% voted to this scenario as attractive one and 15 % considered it as 

unattractive. The mentioned reason was mostly because of lack of car road. Although, they 

mentioned their preference could have effect on UHI increasing in the area. 

 

Figure 55 scenario two attractiveness 

 

4.5.3 scenario number three 

in this scenario two line with width of 7 m would be dedicated to study site as two way vehicular 

street with no bike parking stations. there are two lines of trees and a water channel would be 

located at the center with of 1 meter and depth of 20 cm. tree line would be designed with Iranian 

cedar tree and bushes in the middle of them. tree box would be in 7m distance of each other. 

whole width of green space would be 8m.the street width is 30 m with length of 350m in total. 

the pedestrian path would be 15m width.  In this situation, the centered focused design for green 

areas was selected as the optimal option (figure56). centered focused design, as seen Fin Garden 

in Kerman, was selected as the concept for this research since we discussed the diversity of 

Persian gardens from the perspective of geometric aspects in the second chapter of this study. 

this designing is more compacted but the negative aspect of it would be the lack of place for 

pedestrians to enjoy the tree shading. The majority of participants in the experiment who were 

shown this scenario chose the unattractive response since it involved 2 sided motor road. They 

85%

15%

Please chose the best scenario based on your perception and ideal

attractive unattractive
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thought that the best course of action would be to devote the entire region to active modes of 

transportation such as walking and cycling trails. 

 

Figure 56 scenario three 

From 49 participants, 20% voted to this scenario as attractive one and 80 % considered it as 

unattractive. The mentioned reason was mostly because of two sided car road. 

 

4.6 design suggestion 

In the last part of the questionnaire, the participants were asked if they would like to see the 

study site change based on this scenario. About 95% of them said yes to these changes. Six 

experts were among the participants, and their ideas about how to make the scenarios were 

shown. The scenarios were made based on what they said in the survey. The key points of the 

scenarios, along with the survey results, are shown below. This step would shorten the research 

to the next chapter, where technical details about the chosen scenario are given. The following 
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key words have helped this research to create development goals, which would be discussed in 

next chapter. 

• blue and green spaces deficiency is the major problem of the study area 

• most of the answers was regarding creating a pleasant green coridor in study area so the 

comfort zone factor would be increased  

• the urban furniture of the study area is not functional from aspect of magnitude in 

number, efficiency and the aesthetic values 

• rediscovering the study stie area with consideration historical layer of it while the UEQ 

factor enhanced.  

 

4.7 chapter conclusion 

It would be advantageous for the dwelling as well as the environmental component of the study 

area to create a micro climatical zone employing the Persian garden approach. The Persian 

garden may provide thermal comfort as well as visual and aesthetic advantages, and it can also 

help establish a green corridor in the study area. 
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CHAPTER FIVE : DESIGN AND DISCUSSION 

 

In following chapter, the design proposal considering Persian garden elements in answer of 

urban heat island in a part of district 12 of Tehran is presented. The study site was chosen in 

300m length, which is extend to the west and east  part of Panzdah-Khorda street from T junction 

of mentioned street with Pamenar avenue. During the previous chapter we examined public 

questionnaire in details and with correlation of literature review part (chapter two), we reach 

development goals which are explained in details. These development goals will be applied on 

the mentioned study area with scope of decreasing urban heat island effect, increasing mutual 

UEQ factors and by considering Persian Garden as the comprehensive approach to this effect.  

 

5.1 Design code note book 

5.1.1 preliminary data analysis  

It was important to update a design code note book in order to access proper design, create a 

microclimate in the research region, and limit the consequences of urban heating islands. The 

material in this note book is the product of earlier chapter study (figure57), a public survey in 

two phases, utilizing a survey for expert results and analytical data. The mitigation measures 

discussed in chapter two were centered on the construction of green infrastructure. The Persian 

garden viewpoint is a complete mitigation plan from the standpoint of covering the UHI 

formation elements; hence, a word cloud was built based on key terms and the demands of the 

region, as well as a study of survey responses. As a consequence, a design note book was created 

to focus on the renovation or enhancement areas of the study site. 
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5.1.2 Design notebook 

Based on GI module and explanation on EPA 2021 handbook, general and expert surveys and 

analysis of key words, the following world cloud created (figure 58). 

 

Figure 57 design note book creation, (Author, 2022) 
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As the discussed development goals on the final section of previous chapter were mostly focused 

on climatical comfort zone and urban environment quality, UEQ, the vegetation development of 

was priority. This perspective would be applicable from analysis of land surface temperature, 

LST, too. Hence, the three category of designing code generated which cover the targeted issue. 

The category name and content, are involving the perspective of Persian Garden as each section 

of it would be impacted by mentioned technique ( figure 59). On following sections, more details 

information and designing sheet is provided to cover the all design code of this table. 

 

 

Figure 58 generated word cloud, (Author, 2022) 
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5.3 vegetation development 

Balancing this frame and changing the role of nature as an object to a live organism inside urban 

areas, could be a significant solution for UHI effect. According to our studies in previous 

chapters, Trees, like other living things on the world, provide several advantages. Among the 

benefits of trees for people and other living things is that they assist in preventing the phenomena 

of greenhouse gas expansion. They absorb these hazardous particles as well as the air through 

their leaves, while also creating oxygen. These harmful particles are stored in their leaves and 

bark. Trees and other plants may clean the air and offer us with fresh oxygen. Trees may absorb 

smells and harmful pollutants. 

Through the analytical process, we realized the existing tree lines and boxes in the area is not 

functional and proper from magnitude aspect (figure 60). Based on botanical experts, most of the 

Figure 59 Design code note book criteria, (Author, 2022) 
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trees species which has been planted in the area, are  Paulownia tree  and oak. The municipality, 

chose these breed as it grows fast and capacity of watering them is low. However, because of the 

growing speed, low maintenance effort and adaptability with semi-arid climate, these species has 

been choosing to planting in city.  

It is critical to note that air temperature, soil temperature, and humidity are the most significant 

markers of tree climate adaptability. The degree of compatibility with the soil and the amount of 

irrigation are essential elements in selecting the green space and plant species in the next stage. 

Experts claim that 90% of the species found in Tehran's 14 thousand hectares of green space are 

incompatible with the city's humidity. Conifers and species like as magnolia, ice flower, 

oleander, pomegranate, Shahpasand, and clawed palm are among the old trees and plants planted 

in Tehran. However, due to changing atmospheric variables and high levels of pollution, this 

variety of tree is no longer suited for planting in Tehran or the research region. 

According to the study conducted for this article, the most prevalent species in medieval Persian 

gardens are Iranian cedar, Turkish pine, and deciduous trees such as oriental plane tree, Acacia 

tree, and Cottonwood. As a result, the species we utilize for design include Acacia tree, Plane 

tree, and Oak tree (figure 61). These plants have been used in Persian gardens for decades and 

would be a good solution in terms of compatibility with the soil, quantity of irrigation, and care. 

They give adequate shade, and their oxygen output is more than that of Paulownia trees, for 

example. They also demonstrate the meaning of the Persian garden in the historical setting of the 

study region. 
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Figure 60 Oak tree, proper shading and low care 

Figure 61 From left, Acacia tree and plane tree 
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5.4 water and fountain canal 

 

Water's varied functions ,from sustaining life and bringing about feelings of renewal, freshness, 

brightness, cleanliness, prosperity, and the proliferation of light to facilitating sleep, repose, and 

motion, have leaves indelible marks on the human psyche. According to the general survey data 

analysis and mitigation strategies of the urban heat island effect, water bodies and blue spaces, 

act a significant role in air and surface temperature reduction . as one aspect of reducing UHI 

effect is to enhance the evaporation in proper amount, water creates this foundation. From aspect 

of contributing a part of land surface to the water bodies, reduce the amount of using pavement 

materials and exchanging them with water surfaces, would help the LST reduce on the study 

area. 

 

In the Persian garden, irrigation is the most important function of water, but it is also utilized for 

cleaning. By dividing the garden into squares or rectangles and utilizing straight lines, irrigating 

the garden is simplified. Since our site is close to the historical site of Grand-Bazaar, it was 

important to locate and water canal to the center spot so we keep the foundation of surrounding 

buildings from humidity. Also considering the geometry of Persian garden, commonly, water 

canals are locating at the center-linear of gardens.  

 

Hence, considered the location, geometry, result of surveys and as mitigation strategy towards 

urban heat island, a water canal is considered for our designing. As the aesthetic part and 

functionality of it are important, the design of canal depth is shallow so the amount of used water 

and the control evaporation during a day was considered. Hence, the water canal with dimension 

of 60*80 was designed based on figure 62 the edge of this canal has 60 cm width so the 

pedestrians can seat on it. The length of this canal would be 600 meters with fountains that inject 

the water from the feeding pipe which is located under the canal layer.  
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These fountains would be located in 50m distance from each other and creates a water 

circulation. From aspect of water movement strategy, we should considering electric pumps 

which can be located on the north side of canal in every 100m. as we have the flat land on study 

area, from aspect of contour lines, the step water fall technique would be recommendable but 

needs construction work load which is not recommended in study site are. The interior material 

of this canals would be light-blue ceramics as most of the Persian gardens water canals. 

 

 

Figure 192 water canal along the site 
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5.5 Windcatcher and view pavilion  

 

The general concept of Persian garden is, to create the term “Bagh-Nazar or Nazargah” which 

means, to create a distinct and more detailed picture of a  garden by establishing an ecologically 

sustainable relationship between the garden's exterior and internal areas. As we approached to 

the heat island effect with Persian garden concept, it was essential to enhance the urban 

environment quality value in the mentioned area. Hence, to create this approach, the concept of 

Nazargah ( view-pavilion) was chose. As these approach emphasizing on creating a view point to 

look at the Persian garden, those viewpoints are located along the study area, on the points, 

where the wind catchers installed.  

 

From aspect of mitigation strategy towards UHI The idea of installing windcatchers are to 

conduct the are breeze which is starting in vertical of 10m, to the pedestrian layer. These 

conducted air flow, would spread on the water fountains in previous section to create a pleasant 

breeze. The idea is like the functionality of wind catchers at indoor places, but this time, these 

system is brought to the outdoor scale. Regarding the first phase of survey questionnaire for 

general participants, we asked about the familiarity and symbolistic of wind catchers and Persian 

gardens. As result, most of participants recognize wind catcher as this system is iconic and is the 

symbol, even though, they didn`t have accurate information about it. Hence this system would 

help us to improve the air quality and climatical comfort zone of the area by mentioned 

explanation and, help us to have a view pavilion ( Nazar-gah) in our study stie. Additionally, as 

this site is historical, from aspect of tourist attraction benefits, it creates a vibe of Persian garden 

which has interpreted in modern functionality. 

windcatcher system is one of the environmentally friendly components that contributes to 

delivering adequate natural ventilation and a ventilation system that uses less energies. To keep 

the functionality of it, the four sided wind catcher with rectangular wind tunnel and square cross- 

section has been chosen (figure63).  
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The height of the wind catcher is 9m and 10.1 m from the ground level. The exterior material is 

the combination of red bricks and processed clay with light color to create high albedo material 

in area. As the historical site of Golestan palace is located in the area, it`s watch tower (Shams-

al-emareh) height was considered. As this places is registered in UNESCO list, this was 

forbidden to create any structure higher than the watch tower in radius of 5 km. hence, in respect 

of it, the minimum height of 10.1 m in total was considered for wind catchers.  

Figure 63 wind catcher function in study site 
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This system would apply on 50m distance of each other along the street and is surrounded by 

seating benches to first, improve urban furniture quality and second, the point of view for 

pedestrians to have a view pavilion.  

5.6 Green wall  

During the field research phase, and along the north wing of study area, there are some walls 

which is empty and just got yellow-gray color as decorative material on it. Those bare walls are 

not only insufficient, but has decrease the visual quality of study area (figure64). One the useful 

designing which can also increase the green spaces but, in vertical layer, is to apply green wall 

technique.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 64 current situation of urban 

walls 

Figure 65 from left, section and elevation of green walls 
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Cities' vertical expansion has introduced new layers to the urban area. The majority of the 

hundreds in old urban construction included the ground level and the roof, whereas high-rise 

construction increased the surface of the building, i.e. the potential of creating a green space was 

brought up, and in this way, the idea of a green wall was proposed for the first time in 1922 to 

1959, and in this way, the wall itself was considered in new architecture. The green wall is a 

building covered in plants. Various technologies are employed to create adequate conditions for 

growing and keeping plants in order to transform the wall into a green surface (figure9). 

For our research study, the modular green wall can be applicable. The low maintenance cost and 

aesthetic values that they can distribute to the study area, would be increase the Persian Garden 

technique potentials and developing them, based on contemporary needs. 

 

5.7 Preamble pavements, bicycle and walking paths 

5.7.1 walking path pavements 

Through our research, and as significant of urban heat island creation, is urban pavements. On 

the other hand, the albedo index of them should take into consideration. the field analysis among 

study site illustrates that, although, the pavement quality is acceptable and newly renovated, but , 

the heat transfer distribution to the land surface temperature is high. This fact illustrated on 

thermal mapping of the district 12 and for the daily visitors of the study area, as it mentioned in 

their answers, create an unpleasant feelings. The used material on the car path at current situation 

is black or gray cobblestones which keeps the heat during the hot season of the year. Through the 

experts interview I had, most of them mentioned the great exchange would be Silent Concrete 

Block Pavers (figure 66). SCBP is also suggested by EAPA ( European Asphalt Pavement 

Association) , for the urban pavements in high magnitude. The high capacity of heat transferring 

of this material, in correlation with the strength of them under load stress, make this pavement 

material ideal for our proposal. SCBP, has color variety and best choice is sandy and autumn 

brown color. This material is preamble depends on construction method of it. 
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5.8 Bicycle paths 

As the necessity of bicycle paths as an active transportation development and based on general 

and expert surveys result, is discussed, a 4m bicycle paths in 2 lane, is considered on the 

designing proposal. Bicycle is extend along the study area on the north wing of it. Since most of 

Figure 66 SCBP in different color is the replacement for current pavement ( EAPA,2021 . Author,2022) 
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the Grand-Bazaar entrances and shops are located at the south wing of the study site and also the 

connection roads and alleys are located mostly at the north wing, the location of bicycle path is 

decided on the mentioned location. The path pavement would be from Epoxy filling in red color 

to make the visual safety for bicycle riders .  

 

Epoxy is a thermosetting polymer that comes in three varieties. It has a thickness range of 0.3 to 

4.5 mm. Epoxy floors may be easily placed to concrete surfaces and form a strong connection 

with them, making epoxy flooring a viable substrate for the area being restored. During 

installation, epoxy flooring fills and removes surface fractures and breaks. It is an impermeable 

and dust-resistant coating that produces no dust over time. In addition, this pavement is 

ecofriendly, and has the potential to irrigated the surface water of rain falls.  

 

5.9 Cargo cart path 

As we mentioned before, the cargo cart traffic is recognized for decades in study area. Although 

the municipality and authorities tried different methods to adopt a discipline for this Cargo cart 

drivers, most of those methods were not an succeed. Hence, to organized this matter, the 4m path 

way on both north and south wing of study area is designated to Cargo cart transportation. This 

paths are preventing them from interfering with pedestrians walking path and could be the 

solution of traffic management for them. In figure 67, there is cross section of study area with 

detailed information of development goals. 

 

5.10 Design and discussion 

In order to approach the best designing out come and based on survey results, site analysis and 

literature reviewing part of this research, a design drafting was prepared to present to the experts. 

It was crucial to achieve an accurate development goals and regarding that, interview sessions 

were arrange to get in touch with experts. In total, 6 experts from field of Architecture, Interior 

Architecture, Landscape Architecture, University lecturer and construction engineering were 

interviewed. The aim of running this questionnaire was to develop the keywords and result 

generate the described design note book. As the approach to the UHI via this technique, was not 

discussed to often in previous researches, approaching to the functional and implantable 

designing code was crucial. The application of expert survey is shown in appendices. 

 

At beginning stage a short explanation was given to the experts about the research progress and 

the current stage of it. The presented scenarios in this chapter was presented to them and the UHI 

level of the study area were discussed in details with them. Considering the Persian garden 

techniques, the survey questions were asked. 
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Figure 67 dimensioned cross-section of Pa-menar street, (author,2022) 
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The first question was covered the using Persian garden techniques and elements adoption, towards 

UHI effect as mitigation strategy in Tehran. The functionality of this method was discussed with 

them. Among all the experts, commonly mentioned that, by increasing the green and blue spaces, 

the heat stress in study area would be decreased. 

 

Following to that, the recommendation of implementing this idea was questioned. Couple of 

experts mentioned the role of authorities in municipality scale, is crucial to this fact to provide 

the sufficient findings. On the other hand, the designing techniques such preamble pavemtns, 

traffic management, surface water management and adding value to the UEQ of study area was 

mentioned. Mr. Edris Mostaghim, university lecturer in interior designing, who is working the 

field of urban area renovation market, mentioned the practical notes about the water canal. He 

mentioned that the water canal idea location at the center is the great idea, but the dimension 

should be higher than a teenager height ( 90cm). he mentioned the depth of this water canal 

should not be deep as the water volume usage of it would be higher. Other experts, mentioned 

notes about the historical layer consideration and surface pavement material. 

The next question was involved the impact of this designing on to the study area. Commonly, 

increasing blue and green spaces were mentioned as the suitable result towards UHI mitigation. 

The idea of Nazar-Gah (view-pavilion), was interesting for experts as they mentioned the visual 

quality index of the study area is also important. 

As last question, we ask about the development of the scenarios recommendation, and Mr. 

Shahab Fajroalhi, landscape designer, mentioned the importance of applying bicycle lines and 

station in study area as an important active traffic management. 

 

In overall, of the all surveys and interviews, there are development goals discussed that needs to 

be attentional in future studies. Still, the area is involved in problems like car traffic management 

in surrounding streets, waste disposal management, the cargo load deck for shops in Grand-

Baazar and also the renovation planning for the façade of buildings in the area.in addition, 

experts discussed the potential of applying roof gardens and applying green paths on the adjacent 

streets of the area as the further research topics 

 

5.11 Design application 

In following section a poster is presented with all mentioned solution in this chapter. Also this 

poster is attached in the appendices of this research (figure 68). 
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Figure 68 designing application, (author,2022) 
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5.12 Green corridor in international scale 

 

As the necessity of blue and green infrastructure is crucial, significantly, in mega cities with high 

geometry complexity, the challenge of finding a suitable solution over the same understanding of 

GI developments, is ongoing. In order to achieve the most accurate and feasible designing, the 

broader research was conducted over two project from most populated cities. Although, the EPA 

handbook is a designing code and obligation reference, but, the other aspect of designing site 

such as culture, morality, history, geological and etc. is in need of investigation. By analyzing the 

mentioned project, we can achieve the deeper understanding of our application designing 

feasibility and enduring the advantages and disadvantages of these designing comparison. 

Green corridor has been expanded during the past decades in response of UHI effect in high 

density urban area. As the diversity and variety of urban geometry, environmental demands and 

requirements of each study site would be different, the GI developments such as green paths and 

corridors is proposed as mitigation strategy to urban heat island effect. To cast some light on it, 

the NY Loop project by EGD group, Cheonggyecheon stream revitalization project and  could be 

ideal examples. As each one of them contributes similarity, meanwhile, difference approach to 

our research.  

NY Loop 

Over 200 acres of new parkland will be created as a result of the redevelopment of Loop NYC's 

roadways for pedestrian use. These inner-city peninsulas will make it possible for individuals 

and communities to connect in new and interesting ways, thanks to the newly discovered wealth 

of interstitial territory. The concept of a city presented by Loop NYC is one in which 

neighborhoods are strengthened, and new connections are forged between existing communities, 

the EDG group says (figure 69). 
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Loop NYC is a new framework for civic involvement, cultural enrichment, environmental 

resiliency, and equitable economic growth in the city of New York, and it is powered by the 

advent of autonomous vehicles. The main stream of this design is to connect the east side of 

Manhattan, New York to the west side through the 4 different crowded streets. As Manhattan is 

struggling with rush hours on daily basis and the green spaces density of this city have been 

decreased over the decades, developing the GI and UEQ index in the area is a necessity (figure 

70).  

The projects prospect is to reduce the daily trip periods from 40 minutes to 11 minutes in the area 

by stationing the driverless cabs which take the loop around the Manhattan area. Meanwhile, the 

main streets of the area ( 14th, 23rd, 34th, 42nd, 57th, 86th and 110th) would be connected in and  

creates a loop. As this project is an unbuilt project, but, the development goals that it obeys are 

significant. Creating a green corridor with main target of increasing the active transportation 

along the vertical line of the Manhattan area by dedicating the streets to green corridor and 

walking paths. The same idea was proposed in our design application as along the cities with 

complex and multi-disciplinary geometry, building density and with high population, the idea of 

dedicating a large area only to pedestrian and increasing the green infrastructure to increase the  

Figure 69 NY Loop project by EDG group, green corridor and accessibility, ( EDG 

website, 2023) 
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urban environment quality simultaneously, is the suitable idea. Although, considered the 

infrastructure on our study area, such as internet network quality, would not allow us to 

implement the idea of creating no car restriction zone in the study are. On the other hand, among 

the EDG designing, the CBD area of the Manhattan, would be trapped into this corridor as the 

passive transportation ( personal cars, emergency care and etc.) have lower accessibility radius in 

the area in which, our design application solved the issue by at least dedicating one emergency 

car lane along study area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 70 Manhattan area as green corridor, (EDG group, 2023) 
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Cheonggyecheon stream revitalization project 

Before it was renovated, Cheonggyecheon was a deteriorating roadway and expressway that was 

used by more than 168,000 vehicles on a daily basis. In a move that will go down in history as a 

watershed moment, the municipal administration came to the conclusion that, rather than 

spending millions of dollars to modernize a behemoth that caused traffic congestion and 

produced pollution, it should be demolished. Once upon a time, the Cheonggyecheon was an 

important historical monument stream. The Cheonggyecheon, whose name literally translates to 

"clear valley stream," is a waterway that runs through the centre of Seoul but fell victim to 

development in the middle of the 20th century. The bank of the river was covered with shanties, 

which led to a problem with sanitation. In the late 1950s, this river was paved over with concrete 

and made into a six kilometer long motorway as a solution to the problem. To accommodate the 

growing volume of automobile traffic in the nation's capital by 1971, Cheonggyecheon has 

constructed a 5.8-kilometer-long and 6-lane elevated expressway (figure 71).  

Hence as the result, the area changed its identity and became a place with high rate of crime even 

during day light, and left untouched, October 2005. For renovating the area four disciplines were 

considered to reach the maximum adoption with the environment. Those goals were: 

• Remove the expressway and restore the river 

• Develop a green corridor and strengthen public transport systems 

• Plan with community in mind 

• Integrate sustainability into the infrastructure design 

The final designing was renovated outdoor place for public to enjoy the urban green space. the 

main idea of reviving the river stream, in correlation with planting the green spaces such as 

shrubs, trees, grass and etc. influenced the urban quality level index, especially in physical 

environment index ( figure 4). As this project also located in a mega city with high density 

buildings, increasing population rate and UHI effect in CBD area of it , especially during hot 

seasons, it is a suitable scenario to investigate (figure 72). 
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Figure 71 before renovation of the project, (ADB,2023) 

Figure 72 after the renovation of the project in 2005 , (ADB,2023) 
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In Cheonggyecheon scenario, reviving the river main stream created a centered-linear geometry 

which allocated the pedestrians to walk along it. Hence, the blues space is the area to focused. As 

we discussed during the literature review chapter, and based on general questionary outcome, 

increasing blue spaces in harmony with green spaces, creates a climatical comfort zone for both 

visual and psychological perspective. Although, the site accessibility in Seoul project is a bit 

challenging. This design was mostly aimed to renovated and recreate an abandoned natural river 

which, vividly it achieved it. But, from point of traffic management decreasing, dedicating the 

bicycle line or creating a landmark, is not too successful. This led the research of mine to 

consider the traffic management and Bagh-nazar (view-pavilion) idea into order, as main part of 

designing. 

In conclusion, mentioned projects have multiple design discipline which helped the research to 

consider variety of aspects, in order to avoid them in my designing, such as considering bicycle 

line, dedicated an emergency car line, create a significant land mark with environmental 

functions and considering the active and passive traffic management in my designing.  

In these designing, the most significant role is functionality (NY Loop) and feasibility ( 

Cheonggyecheon project). These two factor was contributed to this research design application. 

As the feasibility wouldn`t be conquered, unless, the local techniques and designing considered, 

Persian Garden, first as a mitigation strategy, and also, as cultural heritage with well-known 

elements, could be an accurate approach to our study site. Persian Garden, gathers 

comprehensive techniques and strategies, and imply it by spiritual perspective of paradise 

creation, at the area.  
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CHAPTER SIX: RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Recommendation  

 

• the cargo load deck for trucks location finding in adoption of current situation of the area 

• renovation of building façade in the streets and main corridors of the area in correlation 

with Persian Garden theme of the area 

• sufficient waste disposal management as the number of trash bins are not acceptable 

compare to usage of the area 

• technical infrastructure should be sufficient from aspect of order and installing them 

• lighting posts in nights are compulsory to the area  

• expanding the green and blue spaces in way the historical layer of the Grand-Bazaar 

would be preserved  

 

6.2 Conclusion  

The urban heat island is creating detrimental issues for wellbeing and environment specially in 

mega cities. This phenomenon has long-last impacts on the ecosystem and life quality of the 

people who live there. As the population rate of Tehran would be increased into 17 million in 

2038, the land surface temperature would be reach to 42c average and the buildup area coverage 

index is showing the rate of 480.1 Km2 in 2038 ( Kiavaraz & Hosseinbeigi). These procedure 

would conduct the study area in micro scale, and the Tehran as macro scale, into the serious 

ecological and biological danger.  

Cities are not only about to create a living spaces, there should also be in correlation of the 

nature and environment which has been gathered in Persian Gardens from variety aspects.  

The most factor would be the sufficient knowledge about the urban planning procedure towards 

UHI effect. Unfortunately, most of the planners and people was not aware of the UHI effect on 

their daily life routines. On the other hand, the Persian garden calmness as the comprehensive 

mitigation solution, was an area of research for the decision makers and experts in this field to 
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adopt and imply on their designing. Considering the Persian garden techniques and environment, 

as a micro climate on urban surface layers, is resulting in enhancing the comfort zone quality, 

while preserving and developing the blue and green infrastructures. 

 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter the summary of this paper is discussed in English and Estonian 

 Summary 

Tehran as a historical mega city of Iran, was designated as capital during Safaviyeh dynasty with 

population about 15000 inhabitants in 1797 ac. Existed documents illustrate, Tehran was a 

country side village which had industries and variety of habitats on its own. According to 

“Planning and Management Organization of Iran” , Tehran has 14,160,000 inhabitants as 

permanent residence of it in 2021. This population increasing over last 225 years, have created 

Urban Heat Island (UHI) in several business districts of Tehran as Construction rate, greenspace 

termination and necessity of increasing public transportation route in association of population 

growth, significantly are drivers of UHI creation at central area of Tehran. 

during the second chapter, the urban heat island and the classification on them was analyzed 

based on variety of articles and books. The creation factors and offered mitigation strategies was 

discussed. On the other hand, Persian garden concept was analyzed the common elements and 

techniques of building it and also the spiritual aspect of it, Bagh-Nazar or Nazar-Gah (view-

pavilion), were targeted and discussed in details. Following to that, the other elements of Persian 

architecture, wind catcher, classification and definition was discussed in datils. 

During the third chapter, the analytical maps of study area, based on historical layer, 

accessibility, LST ( land surface temperature), UEQ index ( urban environment quality) and 

This study aims to recognize and categorize variety of “Persian Garden” and “Wind Catcher” 

elements as mitigation solution to UHI effect in district 6 of Tehran metropolitan by modifying 

them into contemporary needs. In addition, to apply the same ecofriendly method in larger scale 

among same meteorological criteria. 
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meteorological information was discussed. During this chapter, most of the strengths, 

weaknesses and point of developments were aimed. Adding to that, a field observation was 

conducted, to achieve the clear understandingof current situation. The descriptive analytical 

method in correlation of MCDM ( multi-criteria decision making) method was used to analyze 

the study area from different angels. 

As we moved to fourth chapter, based on recognized weak points and idea of developments, the 

in person questionnaire  in concluded 38 question was created and 49 participants was got 

involved with it. The questions aimed to understand the participants perception regarding 

different criteria such as UEQ, UHI , traffic management and etc. following to that, 3 different 

scenarios purposed and among them one was chosen by participants. In order to obtain experts 

comments on the chosen scenario, the different questionnaire with 6 part was given to expert 

group and feedback of those comments was gathered. 

During the chapter 5, the gathered information was generated to a design code which contained 

all the development goals and based on that, the design ideas and suggestion was purposed in 

details. The developments goals was considered the Persian garden elements as mitigation 

strategy towards UHI effect from aspect of enhancing UEQ level and creating a Nazar-Gah ( 

view-Pavilion) in the area. 

In conclusion during the chapter six, the benefits of proposed design and the extension of this 

topic for further researches was discussed. 
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Kokkuvõte 

Teheran kui Iraani ajalooline megalinn, määrati pealinnaks Safaviyehi dünastia ajal umbes 15 

000 elanikuga aastal 1797 ak. Olemasolevad dokumendid illustreerivad, et Teheran oli 

maalähedane küla, millel oli omaette tööstus ja mitmesugused elupaigad. Iraani planeerimis- ja 

juhtimisorganisatsiooni andmetel on Teherani alaliseks elukohaks 2021. aastal 14 160 000 

elanikku. Viimase 225 aasta jooksul kasvav rahvaarv on tekitanud Teherani mitmes äripiirkonnas 

Urban Heat Islandi (UHI), kuna ehitusmäär, roheala. Ühistranspordi marsruudi lõpetamine ja 

vajadus rahvastiku kasvuga seoses on olulised UHI tekke tõukejõud Teherani keskosas. 

  Teises peatükis analüüsiti erinevate artiklite ja raamatute põhjal linna soojussaart ja nende 

klassifikatsiooni. Arutati loomise tegureid ja pakutud leevendusstrateegiaid. Teisest küljest 

analüüsiti Pärsia aiakontseptsiooni selle ehitamise üldlevinud elemente ja tehnikaid ning ka selle 

vaimset külge Bagh-Nazar või Nazar-Gah (vaatepaviljon) ning käsitleti neid üksikasjalikult. 

Pärast seda arutati daatlites muid Pärsia arhitektuuri elemente, tuulepüüdjat, klassifikatsiooni ja 

määratlust.\ 

Kolmandas peatükis käsitleti uuritava ala analüütilisi kaarte, mis põhinevad ajaloolisel kihil, 

juurdepääsetavusel, LST-l (maapinnatemperatuuril), UEQ indeksil (linnakeskkonna kvaliteet) ja 

meteoroloogilisel teabel. Selle peatüki jooksul keskenduti enamikule tugevustele, nõrkustele ja 

arengupunktidele. Lisaks viidi läbi välivaatlus, et saada selge ülevaade hetkeolukorrast. Uuritava 

ala analüüsimiseks erinevatest inglitest kasutati kirjeldavat analüütilist meetodit MCDM (multi-

criteria Decision making) meetodi korrelatsioonis. 

Neljanda peatüki juurde liikudes koostati tuvastatud nõrkade külgede ja arenguidee põhjal 38 

küsimusega kokkupuutuva isikuankeet ja sellega kaasati 49 osalejat. Küsimuste eesmärk oli 

mõista osalejate arusaama erinevatest kriteeriumitest nagu UEQ, UHI, liikluskorraldus jne, 

millele järgnesid 3 erinevat stsenaariumit, millest osalejad valisid välja ühe. Et saada ekspertide 

kommentaare valitud stsenaariumi kohta, anti eksperdirühmale 6-osaline küsimustik ja koguti 

nende kommentaaride kohta tagasisidet. 

peatükis genereeriti kogutud informatsioon disainikoodiks, mis sisaldas kõiki arenduseesmärke 

ning sellest lähtuvalt sihistati kujundusideed ja ettepanekud detailselt. Arengueesmärkideks peeti 
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Pärsia aiaelemente kui UHI-efekti leevendamise strateegiat UEQ taseme tõstmise ja Nazar-Gah 

(vaatepaviljoni) loomise aspektist. 

Kuuenda peatüki kokkuvõtteks arutati kavandatava disaini eeliseid ja selle teema laiendamist 

edasisteks uuringuteks. 
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